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ABSTRACT
Attitudes-in this thesis include general orientations
toward life, housing preferences, and environmental at-
titudes (attitudes toward a person's environment). A
person's environment is defined as the person's resid-
ence and The area in which this residence is located.
Intra-city migration means a person's move from one
residence to another one, within the same city. The
objects of environmental attitudes are the person s
past, present, and future environments.
Assuming that a person migrates between different en-
vironments, the questions asked are: What is the im-
pact of -the move on the person's orientations toward
life and on the person's housing preferences? What
are the relations between experience with an environ-
ment and attitudes toward past, present, and future en-
vironments?
3A framework and a model of attitudinal change asso-
ciated with intra-city migration are developed, Based
on data analysis TenTauive hypotheses about move,
related change of some general orientations toward
life are suggested; these hypoTheses are listed on
pages 139-14o(b)Q
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A NOTE OF CAUTION
This tnesis consists of three parts: a framework,
a "model", and data analysis. There is neither a
review of related research nor a bibliography; I
have omivued them because of lack of Time.
For the same reason, the exis u.ng parts of the thesis
are sketchy and incomplete. Hardly any cross re-
ferences are spelled out; and the connections betwleen
the three parts are not made explicit. Illustrative
examples are completely missing in part II. In the.
same vein, tne data analysis - part III - is explora-
ory and heuristic. Its purpose was not to test, but
rather to come up with - ten Gative - hypotheses.
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Part I
FRAGM&NTS OF THE BRAIMBWOBK
19
The wider context of this framework is the follow-
ing one:
A person and an environment are considered together,
'xx
not separately. This is done because we assume
that some variables of the person influence some
variables of the environment, and, that some var-
ialbes of the environment influence some variables
of the person. Whenever we make
X The framework's special part on attitudinal change
associated with intra-city migration starts on p.3 2 .
.Whenever a term is introduced that is part of the
conceptual framework and of the model, the term is
underlined. Terms that are put in quotation marks
are often those whose range is not sharp unless the
cut oiff planes are set (in terms of multidimensional
space).
Examples of variables of a person are the person's
sex, age, physiological needs, values, expectations.
Examples of variables of the environment are the whea-
ther, buildings, the quality of buildings, persons,
facilities, the disbribution of income groups over space,
population densities, nodes, edges, homogeneity of land
uses.
2o
this assumption of mutual influence, we make a statement
about independence and dependence. Paraphrasing The as-
sumption we say that some variables of the personk and
some variables of the environment are dependent upon each
other, or simply that they are dependent, while some var-
iables of the person are independent from some variables
e
of the environment. Somtimes we may not speak of a set
of either dependent or independent variables, but rather
of a set where some are dependent and some independent.
Por these cases let us agree that whenever in a set of
more than two variables not each variable is independent
of each other one, i.e., whenever there is at least one
variable in the set that is dependent upon at least one
other variable in the set, we say that the variables in
the set are dependent.
Anything that is outside the person is part of the envir-
onment. Hence the environment of a person includes the
person's clothes, his apartment, the city where the per-
son lives, other persons, other persons' attitudes, other
persons' occupations, the written laws of the society in
which the person lives. However, the person's perception
of these variables, the interpretation the person gives
them, the meaning he attaches to them, all these variables
are not part of the environment but part of the person.
To say that some variables of the person and sone variab-
les of the environment are dependent means that they are
related, or that there are relations between them. These
relations can be described by rules; we distinguish bet-
x
ween rules of state and rules of transformation. The
time dimension of rules of state is cross-sectional.
Examples of rules of state are: The physiological needs at
particular ages; the needs are measured or described in
terms of parameters such as average, median, range (or
and/or
statistical distribution), minimum requirement. The way
a person perceives objects and/or persons at a particular
point in time; here the variables are objects and/or per-
so ns (or their perceivable properties) and the perception
of the perceiving person; "the way" means the particular
relation between the'properties of Lhe perceived objects
x Rules of transtormation and the term Istate" are defined
below.
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and the properties of uhe perceptions. Another ex-
ample of a rule of sLate is the way in which another
person reacus to that person's action at a particu-
lar point in time. Also any regression equation is
a rule of state connecuing several independent var-
iables with one diependent variable. Though the in-
diependent variables can have different values au dif-
ferent points in time only, the regression equation
is still not a rule of transformation since the rule
does not say how the independent variables are con-
nected from one point in time to another one.
The field of a person, an environment, and relations
between them is in a particular state at any partic-
ular point in time. By this we mean that any var-
I have borrowed the term "field" from Kurt Lewin,
whose thinking has probably influenced many parts *of
this thesis. See Field Theory in Social Science, Se-
lected Papers by Kurt Lewin, Dorwin Cartwright (Ed.),
N. Y.: Harper Torchbooks, Harper & Row, 1964; e.g.
p.240. (It is n6t clear to me whether Lewin includes
22(a)
iable of the person and any variable of the environ-
ment has some value at any point in time. These
values describe the state of the field at that point
in time. At two points in time the values of a var-
iable may be the same, or they may be different. A
value may be zero or non-zero.
(continued from p.22) in the field the relations bet-
ween person and environment, and the rules that de-
scribe them.) Lewin distinguishes, "within the realm
of facts existing at a given time," "three areas in
which changes are or might be of interest to psycholo-
gy:" the life space or field, variables that do not
affect a person's life space at that Time, and a bound-
ary zone of the life space: "certain parts of the phys-
ical or social world" that "do affect the state of the
life space at that taLme". (p.57) The concept of a
"boundary zone" seems to be similar to "interface", a
term that I encountered in a lecture on artificial in-
telligence given by Herbert Simon a few years ago at
M.I.T.. Intuitively, both concepts seem to be useful
22(b)
We will distinguish between a variable. of value ze-
ro and a variable that is not in a particular set,
the collection of variables that are considered at
a given point in time. Which variables are being
included in the set depends enTirely on the cri-
teriLa we establish for membership in the set and/or
on our decision in the case where we define a set
just by its members. 'Hhether we include a variab-
le in a set will sometimes depend on whemher it seems
to make sense. Take an example. When we are con-
(continued from p.22(a)) (and perhaps indispensable)
for the analysis of man-environment relationships.
Yet so far I have not introduced them into the frame-
work.
NOW
23
cerned with children, we may decide not to include
the variable "occupation" in the set of variables
we consider. However, when we talk about adults,
we will include it; then, for adults wiho don't have
an occupation that variable has the value zero. On-
ly variables that are in the set can have zero or
non-zero values.
I use the concept of a "state" in the way it is be-
ing applied by Le+in and in the theory of IEarkov pro-
cesses. Its introduc-uion or rather application in
this context raises several questions:
(1) Does the field of person and environment exist
in the form of discrete states or is change conitin-
uous?
Lewin, op. cit., p.5o.
XX Whenever we use the term change, it is understood
that change may be positive, negative, or zero. For
zero change, other terms are in use, such as constan-
cy, equilibrium. Zero change may be interpreted as a
special case of change in general. Unless obherviise
stated we always include the special cases implicitly
(See also the footnote on p.28).
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(2) No matter what the answer to this question, can
we describe this reality as it is?
(3) Or can we only describe it in a more or less ade-
quate way, adequat'e with respect to describing reality?
(4) No matter how we answer this question, is it,
from the view point of investigating the field of per-
son and environment, more useful, or adequate, to con-
ceptualize in terms of state,, or discrete events, or
in terms of continuous events?
As for question (1), the reality, over time, of the
field of a: person and an environment, I suggest that
it need not bother us in our context; nor need we vor-
ry about question (2), namely about the possibility
of describing that reality as it is. As for question
(3) about a more or less adequate description of that
particular reality, it seems to me that it is in fact
more useful to think in terms of more or less adequate
descriptions than in terms of a perfect description.
Finally, I suggest, referring to question (4) that iT
is more adequate, in the case of research, to concep-
tualize person-environment relations over time in terms
25
obf dis crete events rather than in terms oF continuous
events.
There are several reasons:
(1) Most of our observaions and/or measurements, in our
context, occur in periods of time that are short enough
to be understood as points in time.
(2) Not only do we observe and/or measure at points in
time, but many of our statements and hpotheses that re-
sult from observation and measurement are statements about
relations between variables at a point- in time (e.g.
crosstables, correlation coefficients).
(3) Periods of observation are seperated by periods of
time, during which, in a strict sense, we don't know
what happens; these periods tend to be "considerably"
longer than the ones at which we measure something.
(4) To start conceptually with discrete events and then
do the next step to make inferences about 6batiauouspones
i.e. to make inferences about the time spans between the
points of measurement, seems to be easier than to start
26
with continuous events and then step back to dis-
crete events. In the latter case the discrete events
are similar to exceptions from a general rule - con-
tinuity. In the former case continuity is not an ex-
ception but rather a special case of the rule of dis-
xx
creteness.
(5) It may be useful, from a research point of view,
to distinguish between rules that describe a state of
affairs at one point in time, and rules that describe
how two states at two different points in time are
connected.
(6) In termes of mathematical modelling, the concept
of discrete darkovian processes or Markov chains be-
comes immediately applicable.
Rules of state as well as rules of transformation,
which we will define in a moment, consist of proposi-
tions and corollaries, propositions bein6 the more
undamen tal and the more important ones of the two.
Calculus and probability theory proceed in this way.
xSee also footnote on zero change.(p.23).
Propositions can stand for themselves and need no;,
but may be supplemented by corollaries; corollaries,
however, can not stand alone, they can only follow
a proposition which they supplement.
When we state a rule of state or of transition, we
will often want to say under what conditions or as-
sumwtions ihe rule holds. These boundary conditions
are statementus about variables which have a relation
of dependence with at least one of the variables of
the respective proposition and/or corollary.
The rules that connecT two states are the rules of
transformation; their time dimension is longitudinal.
Given the values of the variables of a proposition
at tl' the rules tell us what values the variables
will tend to have at 1 2 *
The terms "transition" and "transformation" are
used interchangingly.
I have botowed the term "transformation" from lin-
27 (a)
Rules of transformation are not only propositions
and corollaries, but also include transition matrices.
These are more specific than the verbal rules. Gi-
ven different states of a variable at tl, the matrix
for t and t2 gives the probabilities that the variable
will be in a particular state at t2, given it is in a
certain state at ti. We also speak of the transition
probabilities as the probabilities that a particular
state at ti is being transformed into another partic-
ular state at t2 '
X An example of a transition matrix is Table 32, p.126.
(continued from p.27) guistics (Chomsky) and from math-
ematics; the way I use 1n6 does not necessarily corres-
pond t\ the meaning the term has in those two fields.
See Noam Chomsky, Language and Mind, N. Y.: Karcourt,
Brace & Hdorld, Inc., 1968; e.g. pp.15, 25. I am indebt-
ed to ChrisTine Boyer-Karalis for referring me to Choms-
ky's book. In mathematics "transformation" is associat-
ed with "mapping". See, e.g., Murray H. Protter &
Charles B. Morrey, Jr., Modern Mathematical Analysis,
Reading, Mass.: Addison-iaesley Publishing Comp., 1966;
p.224.
28
The rules of transformation are understood to be not
xdeterminisuic but probabilistic. By this we mean
that as for a variable na_ is The object of the rule,
there need not be a one-to-one relation bevween the
values of the variable at t and t 2 . The term "tend(s)"
in the propositions reflects the pxopositionsl proba-
bilistic nature.
x
In any case the probabilistic rule is the more ge-
neral one. It suill allows the occurence of a deter-
ministic rule. This would be the special case Vhere
all transition pfobabiliuies (see below) are unity.
When these probabilities all occur along the princi-
pal or main diagonal, we have the even more special
case of a one-to-one relation. On the other hand it
would not be adequate to say that a probabilistic rule
is a special case of a determinisuic one; this would
rather be an exepTion (See also first paragraph of
p.26).
29
The set of values of a specified variable at t is the
distribution of the variable at t1 , which in our tables
in general appears in the right margin, while the dis-
tribution for t 2 is the one of the bottom margin (e.g.
see App. 13, p.2o9). They are connected by a transit-
ion matrix (in this example the one of Table 32 on p.126).
We man translate the content of App. 13 and Table 32
into two propositions: A person who disagrees with "No
matter ... " (+) at tl, tends to disagree at t2 (proba-
bili iy about 6o%). A person who at t1 agrees (-), tends
to agree at t2 (probability about 5o%). Closer to the
upper row of the matrix is this formulation, however-
If a person disagrees with "No matter ... " at tl, the
probability that he will also disagree at t2 is about
6o%, the probability that he will be uncertain is about
lo%, and the probability that he will agree is about
3o%,(Kean time span between t1 and 1 is 3.4 months.)X
of
Rules A state imply averaging over periods of time of dif-
ferent lengths, and they shrink this period concept-
ually into one point in time, lodating iT in the middle
o the period. While some variables of a person and of
an environment have zero change over time, most have
non zero change.
x See pp.82-83.
Residential location is constant over periods of time
between moves, which can be interpreted as sharp dis-
continuous changes. Similarly, a person's life cycle
stage and his occupation change sharply at points in
time which separate periods of constancy. On the other
hand, after a move a person's knowledge of the post-
move environment will tend to increase in "many" chunks
which are located at points in time "relatively" close
to each other.
Y1hen we say tnat on the average a person moves n times
during a life time, we average over this period, using
a rule of state that may be interpreted as referring to
a point in the middle of an average life Time. One may
ehypoThcise that moves are not evenly distributed over
life times; i.e. not only that time periods between moves
are of varying length but also that these periods of dif-
ferent lengtns are distributed over life times in cer-
tain recurrent patterns. This is where the rules of trans-
formation come in: Given a move at a particular point ix
during the life time, we call the period between the move
and the previous one the pre-move period, and the period
31
betwen the move and the following one the post-move
period. A rule of transition would tnen give us the
probability that a pre-move period of particular length
is followed by a post-move period of a particular length.
When we say that short pre-move periods tend to be fol-
lowed by long ones, and long ones by short ones, we have
a rule of transition, though it may be a rather crude one,
depending on our purposes. This rule also averages over
a life time. It could easily be accompanied by a tran-
sition matreix.
32
In considering attitudinal change in relation to move or
migration to a new residence we distinguish three major
dimensions:
the migrating person,
space,
time.
Let us start with the last one. We use two terms, Deriod
and phase. Period, as opposed to phase, will be used
whenever a span of time is meant that is selected and de-
findd by the observer or investigator. Period has an ob-
jective connotation, while phase has a subjective one.
A phase is part of a person's life space or of the inter-
face between life space and environment. Since we disting-
uish one or more than one phase for a particular individual,
and one or more than one period, we number them, starting
at the move. The phase and the period immediately follow--
ing the move are phase (1) and period (1). The length of
a phase, say phase (1), may differ between individuals,
while a period is the same from individual to individual.
r---- 71
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A move occurs at some point in time, which we may call
t 0 The move is preceded by a pre-move-period and a
pre-move-phase; it is followed by a post-move-period
and a post-move-phase. When we think in terms of two
moves of the same person, we call the time span bet-
ween moves the between-moves-period and between-moves-
phase; for two particular moves carried out by the same
person, between-phase and between-period have the same
length.
To characterise an object or event as being located
prior to a move, we attach the prefix pre-move to it,
like in pre-move-residence, pre-move-attitudes. The
prefix post-move, as in post-move-experience, indicates
that we deal with an event that occurs or an object that
By assuming that intra-city migration occurs at a point
in time we condense or shrink the period during which the
move is actually carried out To a time period of length
zero; i.e., we conceptualize the move as a discontinuous
locational change, separating pre- and post-move period.
If, for some reason, -we were interested in the details of
actual migration we would "stretch" the period instead of
condensing it.
exists after a move. The prefix between, as in between-
residence and between-location, indicates that we deal
with a variable with respect to the whole time span bet-
ween two migrations.
Whether we argue in terms of "pre" and "post", or in
terms of "between", depends on our focus. When we are
interested in the impact of one locational shift, "pre"
and "post" will be adequate. When, however, we talk about
several migratiom , "between" will be an additional as-
pect. E.g., we can break down any between-moves-period
into a post-move(l)-period and a pre-mbve(2)-period. We
may also conceptualize the whole between-moves-period al-
ternatively as a post-move(l)-period or as a pre-move(2)-
period, depending on what appears to be more adequate for
our purpose.
It will often be difficult to say when one phase has end-
ed and a new one started. That is why we will sometimes
speak of a point in time during a phase. This point will
lie lsomewhere" in the central region of that phase, in
other words in a part of the phase where we can be "reason-
X And we will say that a person is in a particular state
at that point in time.
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ably" sure that we are in this phase and not in another
one.
We distinguish four between-moves-phases. Phase(l)-iM-
mediately following a move, and phase(2) are essential-
ly dynamic in the sense that changes occur; attitudes
change, attention given to parts of the environment chan-
ges. We suggest not just one iniial phase of change be-
cause we assume that some change processes are followed
by other ones, that there may be lags between different
changes, and in particular that some changes can be broken
down into a phase of increase, and a phase of decrease.
Phase(3)is one of relative stability. We say "relative"
because changes still do occur; but they are "minor"
"short" term changes if compared to those of phases(l) and
(2); changes of phase(3) oscillate around a horizontal
straight line. They also occur in phases(l) and (2) where,
however, they oscillate around some non-horizontal line,
which indicates the major change occuring during these
phases. Phase(3) can be characterized bythe term dynamic
eouilibrium. X
This term I have borrowed from 1. Helson, Adaptation-
Level Theory, New York: Harper & Row, 1964.
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Plaase(4) immediately precedes a move; wnenever we focus
on jus 6 one migration it will be convenient to rather
call it phase(-l). This phase is being postulated since
attitudinal changes probably occur in anticipation of
the move, and since these changes are likely to make this
phase "significantly" dirferent from the preceding phase
of relative stability.X
A move occurs from one residence to another one. We
speak of "residence" to include apartments as well as
single family houses. We think of the residence as a
three dimensional habitat in space. I.e., we do not adopt
the notion - frequently used inilocation theory - that
an apartment or a house whose spatial extension is zero,
is located at a point in the two-dimensional plane. A
pre-move-residence and a post-move-residence are separated
by space. In the case of the residences being adjacent
to each other this space can be assumed to shrink to zero.
Residences are surrounded by three dimensional areas.
This, like period, is an "objective" term, not a property
of a person. An area can be the house nex:t to a resid-
Every one of these four phases corresponds to one state,
and so does every period.
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ence, the block which the residence is part of, or the
city in which a person migrates - how we define an area
depends entirely upon us and on our purpose. Like per-
iod, it is a "working" term.
Whenever we mean a space that is known and/or used by a
person, we call this the person's effective environment;
it is part of the person's life space. The effective en-
vironment includes the person's residence, the residences
of persons whom the person visits in. their homes, the
stores %here the person shops, the street or transit lines
that the person uses when moving between these places.
A person's knowledge and usage of the components of his
effective environment vary "considerably". It will often
be difficult to decide whether or not a certain component
of the spatial environment, i.e. of an area, is in a per-
son's effective environment or not. In particular, it may
sometimes be necessary to explain what we mean when we say
x
This term I have borrowed from Herbert Gans, who defines
it as "that version of the potential environment that is
manifestly or latently adopted by users." H. J. Gans, Some
Notes on Physical Environment, Human Behavior, and their
Relationships, mimeo., disc. draft, Sept. 1958, p.6.
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that something is or is not part of a person's life space.
In case we use the concept of "interface", the distinct-
ion between environmental elements that are adequately
classified as part of the effective environment or of the
xinterface may often be hazy.
Part of the effective environment is the adjacent space,
the space "immediately" surrounding a person's residence.
It may consist of part of the street in which the resid-
ence is located; it may be the house to the left and to
the right of the residence's house, and the one or two
or three houses accross the street from the residence,
The adjacent spacyis part of a person's effective environ-
ment with which the oerson is "well" familiar; which the
person uses "often" and/or through which the person pass-
es "frequently", whose characterictics are perceived
"frequently" (consciously or unconsciously).
'We distinguish a social adjacent space from a physical
adjacent space, the former one referring to the people
living in the adjacent space. Physical, i.e. visual
clues from which a person extracts information about the
X Concepts like "eff. env't" may become even more useful
when They are related explicitly to points in 6ime; i.e. as
we distinguish four between-moves-phases, we may associate
with each of these four states an effective environment.
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people making up the social adjacent space are considered
to be part of the physical space.
We distinguish between a pre-move-and a post-move-ef-
fective-environment; the post-move-resid ence may, but
need not be located in the person's'pre-move-effective-
environment. Whenever the post-move-residence is located
in the person's pre-move-effective-environment, we assume
that the person moves into an area with which the person
has already a pre-move-familiarity. This familiarity will
imply feelings about that effective environment and attit-
udes toward it .
A person who moves from one residence to another one
does so at a particular point in time and from one "point"
in space to another "point" in space. We have described
the time and space components of the framework. Let us
now turn to the person.
AT any point in time a person relates cognitively to the
present- the past, and. the future. He has certain feel-
ings about the residence where he lives, and about the
x I don't know of an esbablished way.of measuring famil-
iarity; however, it should be possible to set up and ca-
librate such a scale.
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area in which this residence is located. We say that he
has attitudes toward his residence and toward that area,
part of which we,.earlier called the adjacent physical
and social space. In particular, he will like or dis-
like parts of his present environment; he will be satis-
fied or dissatisfied in varying degrees.
Before a move the person may have feelings about the
post-move residence and about the area in which the re-
sidence is located. He may already be familiar with that
area before the move, or it may be an area which he has
never visited himself. There will be varying degrees of
concreteness of notions he has about the area, such as
intense familiarity, e.g. because the person walked
through the street often; or his idea of the area mgy
stem from what he has read and heard and seen - informat-
ion he has got from other persons and/or from media.
As for the move, we distinguish between a voluntary and
an in-voluntary move. The latter one, which we also call
forced move, may be of quite different nature. A person
may very much like his present residence, the area in
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which it is located, the city which the area is part of
yet he may have to move because he decides to accept a
much more attrabtive job in another city, or because his
family has grown too large for the residence he lifves in.
The other kind of forced move is one where non of these
circumstances is present, but where nevertheless someone
tells the person that he has to leave his residence. !Eere
again dirferent situations are possible: The person may
be forced to move and the residence may be saved; or the
person may be forced to move because the residence is to
be demolished. In this investigation we will exclusively
be concerned with this latter variety of forced move.
Together with a move goes what we call investment in the
move (we might also use the term cost.). The investment
includes the etforts to find a new residence, the actual
move to it, and the efforts to get settled. These three
components will differ from case to case.
Once a person has moved, he will adjust the residence to
his needs as much as necessary and as much as possible.
He will also attempt to become familiar with the residence.
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As for the area in which the residence is located, he will
attempt to find those parts and facilities that support
his needs. He will also ury to find out what the area is
and looks like. These processes, with respect to the
residence, and with respect to the area, we summarize un-
der the label exploration. Exploration of the area may
vary according to vhether he already knows the area from
pre-move experience.
After the move there will be feelings toward the residence
and toward the area. We call them post-move-attitudes
toward the post-move-residence, and post-move-attitudes
toward the post-move-area anor post-move-adjacent-social
and physical-space. There will also be post-move-attitu-
des toward the pre-move-residence and toward the pre-move
adjacent-space. Te will try to find out when to expect
that these post-move-attitudes toward parts of the pre-
move-onvironment are the same as the respective pre-move-
attitudes toward those parts of the pre-move-environment.
When the person moved to the post-move-residence., he
brought with him pre-move-expectations toward the post-
move-residence. Living in the.ot-move residence, he will
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make experiences. These post-move-experiences will be
congruent and/or incongruent with his pre-move-.ex-
pectations in varying degrees.
Whenever post-move-experience does not measure up to
pre-move-expectations, or, to put it.differently, when-
ever the post-move-experience is less satisfying than
anticipated before The move, we speak of cognitive
dissonance. Cognitive dissonance is an 'bbjective"
entity, independent of whether the person involved
is aware of it or conscious of it or not .
I am endebted to Professor Carr for the suggestion
to incorporate the concept. For expositions of the
theory of cognitive dissonance see: Robert B. Za-
jonc, Cognitive Theories in Social Psychology, ch. 5
in The Handbook of Social Psychology, 2nd Edition,
Gardner Lindzey & Elliot Aronson (Eds.), Vol. I,
Reading, Xass.: Addison-Weeley Publishing Comp., 1968,
pp.32o-411, in particular pp.359-391. - Roger Brown,
The Principle of Consistency in Attitude Change, ch. 11
1n Social Psychology, N. Y,.: The Free Press, 1967,
pp.549-6o9o'.
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The person may attempt to make expectations and
experience more congruent, i.e. he may try to elim-
inate the discrepancy; the cognitive entity be-
cause of which he tries this we call stress.
A person is located somewhere along the deficiency-
need-motivation - self-actualization-continuum
(D-S-continuum). The concepts of deficiency-need-
motivation and self-actualization are borrowed from
MaiSlow. He claims that basic
XX.Abraham H. Maslow, Toward a Psycholoy of 3e
second edition, Princeton: D. van Nostrand Comp.,
Inc., 1968.
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human needs, such as love, security, are satisfied in
human beings in different degrees. The less they are, the
more deficiency-need-motivated the person is; the more
they are, the more self-actualizing the person is (and
can be). If we compare two persons, one of them being
more self-actualizing than the other. - which is the same
as saying thaT one is less deficiency-need-motivated
than the other one - then the more self-actualizing one
will tend to be
more open minded,
more tolerant,
more democratic,
more open to new experience,
more able to change opinions if they are not supported by
experience,
less biased in perception and less distorting in perceiving,
less prejudiced toward other races, religions, social groups
more life enjoying,
x
more optimistic about, life.
x ?or excerpts from Maslow's book, see Appendix 1, pp.
142-146.
The D-33-continuum is the range between "complete" defic-
iency-need-motivation and "complete" self-actualization.
A person located in the middle between these hypothetical
extremes would be neither deficiency-need-motivated nor
self-actualizing, or, in other words, equally deficiency-
need-motivated and self-actualizing.
Whenever a person would rather live in one part of a city
than in another part, we say that the person has a pre-
ference for the former. Similarly we speak of preferences
toward different types of residences, e.g. for a single
family house rather than for an apartment. Such preferen-
ces may influence migratory behavior of a person - the
move from one residence to another one.
A person's satisfaction at a certain point in ime with
In our investigation we shall exclude those persons that
are located at and/or around this middle point; ie shall
consider only persons which are located "near" either one
of the end points, i.e. persons where we can be "reasong
ably" sure that they are either more deficiency-need-mo-
tivated or more self-actualizing.
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a particular environment may partly depend on the person's
preferences at that point in time. And his preferences
may to a certain degree be shaped and changed by his ex-
perience with a particular environment. Whi2:e we will not
look into the area of preferences and migratory behavior,
we will try to clarify the relations between preferences,
experiences, and satisfaction.
---- ----
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Part II
FRAGMENTS* OF THE MODEL
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Assumption Abl) At a particular point In time berore a
move, leT, the following boundary conditions be the "same"
for two persons P.D and 2.8
socio-economic status,
life-cycle stage,
formal education,
physical quality of residence,
quality of adjacent social space,
quality of adjacent physical space.
Assumption A(2) Tet the following \oundary variables be
the "same" o:' different for P.D and P.S:
sex,
age.
X P.D stands for a person who is predominantly dertcien-
cy-need-motivated, P.S for someone who Is predominantly
seli-actualizing.
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PRE-MOVE-ATTITUDES OF P.D AND P.S TOWARD THEIR P3-
SPECTIVE PREi-MOVE ENVIRONMENT
Proposition P(1) If P.D is "more" deficiency-need-motiv-
ated than P.S (who is more self-actualizing than P.D),
Then P.D tends to like less than P.S
(1) the physical quality o± his residence,
(2) the adjacent social space,
(3) Lhe adjacent physical space.
Corollary 0(1) The difference in likiig between P.D and
P.S Tends to increase with increasing distance between
P.D and P.3 on the deticiency-need-motivation - self-ac-
tualization -continuum (D-S-continuum).
Proposition P(2) Let two persons be located at different
points along the D-S continuum, then for P.D autitudes
toward
(1) the physical quality of the residence,
(2) the adjanent sodial space,
(3) 6he adjacent physical space,
tend to be more similar than for P.S, for whom tnere tends
to be a wider spectrum of positive and negative assessments.
5o
PRE-KOVE- SATIBSFACT ION WITH PRE-MOVE-RAESIDATCE AITD/OR AD-
JACENT SPACE, WILLINGNESS TO LOVE, AND PRE-OVE-EXP.PECTAT-
IONS ABOUT POST-MOVE-RES IDEiNCE AKD/OR POST-MOVE ADJACENT
SPACE.
Proposition (3) The greater the satisfaction with the
pre-move residence and/or pre-move adjacent social and
physical space, tne stronger tends the wish to be to stay
in uhe pre-move-residence.
Corollary (2) The stronger the wish to stay in the pre-
move environment, the lower the desire to move.
X This general proposition is not valid "other things be-
ing equal", but rather assuming a large aggregat.e which in-
cludes P.Ds and P.Ss, people who move voluntarily and
people who are forced to move, people who know where they
are going to move and people who don't, etc.. Such ag-
gregntes are a neignborhood or a town. In general, the
larger the aggregate the more adequate the proposition,.
or the more accurate the prediction derived from it.
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Corollary (3) The stronger the tendency to stay in %he
pre-move-residence, the lower tend the expectations about
the post-move-residence and/or post-move adjacent space
to be (because of cognitive dissonance).
PRE-MOVE3ATISFACTION WITH PRE-OVE-REIDENCE AND/OR AD-
JACENT SPACE, AND DE6IRE TO MOV.E, FOR P.D AND P.S.
Assumotion A( et two persons be located at different
points on the D-S-continuum.
Prooosition P(4) Given a high level of satisfaction with
the pre-move-residence and/or adjacent space, P.D's desire
to move tends to be weaker than that of P.S.
Proposition P(5) Given a low level of satisfaction with
rhe pre-move-residence and/or adjacent space, P.D's desire
to move tends to be stron er than that of P.S.
POST-MOVE PERCEPTUAL FOCUS ON POST-MOVE-RESIDENCE AND
ON PO ST-MOVE ADJACENT SPACE.
Assumtion A(8) During a specified "short" period of time
x
after the move, let the following boundary conditions
have any value, and leu them be constant during the period:
P's location along the D-S-continuum,
P's life cycle stage,
PIS socio-economic status,
P's formal education,
pnysical quality of P's residence,
quality of adjacent social space (as perceived by P)
quality of adjacent pnysical space (as perceived by P),
Assumption A(9) Let P's post-move residence be or not
x The end of this period is defined as the end of the ex-
ploratory pnase and the start of the stable one, i.e. this
period includes an initial phase(l) - low focus on ad-
jacent space, high focus on residence - and a phase(2) -
increasing focus on adjacent space, decreasing focus on
residence.
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be located in P's pre-move elfective environment.
Proposition P(6) After the move, preoccupation with and
exploration of the post-move-residence initzially tend to
be "nigh" wile perceptual focus on and exploration of
the social and physical space adjacent .to the residence
tend to be "low".
Corollary C(4)- With time elapsing, preoccupation with
tne post-move-residence decreases till it reaches a
"stable" siate, and perceptual focus on the adjacent
space increases.
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PRE-MOVE-SATISPACTION WVITH POST-MOVE ADJACENT SPACE
Assumotion A(lo) Let P's post-move-residence be located
in P's pre-move erfeciive environmenz. (cnange of A(9))
Assumption A(ll) Assume tnat, betore the move, P liked
or disliked 6hat part of his pre-move eifective environment.
ProposiTion P(7) If -une posu-.move-residence is liked
in±Lially, i.e. at a point in phase(l), liking of the post-
move adjacent social and physical space tends to be the
same as before the move or higher than betore the move.
Proposition P(8) If the post-move residence is not liked
initially, i.e. at a point in phase(l), liking of the post-
move adjacent social and physical space tends to be the
same as before or lower than before the move.
Corollary .(5) The decrease in liking tends to be the
stronger the more deficiency-need-motivated P is.
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POST-IOVE SATI61FACTION iiITH POST-LIOVE ADJACENT SPACE
FOR P.D AND P.S.
Assumption A(12) Assume tnat P liked or disliked his
post-move-residence initially, i.e. during a point in
phase(l).
Procosition P(9) With time elapsing, i.e. during phase(2),
satisfaction with the post-move adjacent space tends to
decrease or stay stable, if P is P.D, while satisfaction
with the post-move adjacent space tends to increase or
be stable if P is P.S.
Corollary C(6) P(7), P(8)" P(9), and C(3) also hold when
P's post-move residence is not located in P's pre-move ef-
fective.environment, when, before the move, P had an image
of the area in which the post-move residence is located,
and when P's pre-move attitude toward that area was posi-
tive or negative.
X Change of A(lo).
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AssumpTion A(13) For two particular points in time, one
before the move, the other after the move, let the fol-.
lowing boundary conditions- be the "same" or "Isimilar" for
the Trwo points in time:
P's location along the D-S-continuum,
P's life cycle stage,
P's socio-economic status,
P's formal education,
quality of adjacent social space (as perceived by P),
quality of adjacent physical space (as perceived by P),
AssumptionA Let the followirg boundary conditions
be different for the two points in time:
physical quality of pre-move and post-move-residence
(measured by criteria used by P berore the move in the
assessment of the pre-move-residence.).
Assumption A(15) Let the post-move-residence be located
in P's pre-move effective environment.
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POSITIVE PRE-MOVE-E.XPECTATIONS TOWtARD P0ST* -K0VE-RE6IDENCE,
CONGRUFET POST-LIOVB-EXPERIENCCE, AND POST-OVE-ATTITUDE..
Assumption A(16) Assume that P's pre-move-expectations
about the post-move-residence were positive.
Proposition P(lo) If P's post-move-experience with the
post-move-residence bears out his pre-move-e:xpectations,
then P will tend to like the ost-move-residence initially.
AssumionA17 Assume that P initially likes the post-
move residence (pnase(l)). (auxiliary assumption in. case
P(lo) is not testable.)
Proposition P(ll) As time elapses, liking will tend to
change according to P' s location along the D-6-continuum;
the more defic.Lency-need-motivat ed P is, the more will
liking tend to decrease; the more self-actualizing P is,
the more will liking tend to stay stable or to increase.
Corollary C(7) Given positive pre-move-expectations, in
the case of P.D, the tendency of liking to decrease tends
to result in cognitive dissonance.
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POBITIVE PRE-MOVE-EYPECTATIONB3 TO 4ARD POST-MOVE-REIDEiNCE,
INCONGRUENT POST-MOVE -EXP.ERIEiCE, AND POST-MOVE-ATTITUDE.
Proposition P(12) If P's pre-move-expectations about the
post-move residence were positive, and if P's post-move-
experience with the post-move-residence does not bear out
these expectations then P will Tend to dislike the post-
move residence iniuially (phase(l)).
Assumption A(18) (auxiliary in case P(12) is not test-
able) Assume that P initially dislikes the post-move re-
sidence (pnase(l)).
Proposition P(13) As time elapses, disliking will tend
to change according to P's location aloiig the D3-3 continu-
um; the more deixciency-need-motivated P is, the more will
disliking Lend to stay constant or to increase; The more
self-actualizing P is, the more Will disliking tend to
sray constant or to decrease (phase (2)).
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INVESTMENT IN THE MOVE AND SATISFACTION 'iITH THE POST-
MOVE-RE IDENCE.
Proposition P(14 The greater the investment in the move
has been, the greater tends to be the satisfaction with
the post-mrove-residence, and with the social and physical
space adjacent To the residence.
POITIVE PRE-KOVE E- ECTATIONS TOW'nARD FO0T-OVE-RE IDENCE
INCONGRU iNT POST-MOVE-EPERIE CE, AND COGNITIVE DI SONANCE.
Proposiion P(15) Positive pre-move-expectations and in-
congruent post-move-experience tend to result in cognitive
dissonance.
Corollary C(8) The greater the LnvesTmenT ±n the move
to the post-move-residence nas been, The greater tends
The cognitive dissonance to be that is experienced aT a
point during phase(l), if the post-move-residence is
disliked.
COGNITIVE DISSONANCE AND RESULTING STRESS
Proposition P(16) Tne more deficiency-need-motivated
P is, the greater the stress resulting from a given
cognitive dissonance Tends to be; uhe more self-actual-
!zing P is, the smaller the stress tends to be.
Corollary C(L The more deficiency-need-moL i ated
P is, The stronger the need to reduce the stress during
phase(2).
INVESTMENT IN THE MOVE AND LIKING OF POST-MOVE-
RESIDENCE IN PHASE(3).
Corollary C(lo) The impact of the investment in the
move on liking (satisf action) in phase(3) tends to
be the lower the more sell-actualizing P is, and the
higher uhe more deficiency-need-motivated P is.
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COGIITIV. DISON1ANCO AND IT:3 REDUCTION.
Proposition P(17) A person who i4dericiency-need-motivated
tends to reduce cognitive dissonance in any one of the fol-
lowing ways or by a combination of Them:
Pronosition P(18) The assessment of the residence and of
the social and physical space adjacent to it is not changed;
dislike of the pre-move-residence and of The adjacent
space are increased so that the investment in the move
appears to have been worthwhile.
Protosition P(19) The investment in the move is being9
played down.
Proposition P(2o) Self-confidence and confidence to de-
termine one's own fate, of control over the environment
are lowered .
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Proposiuion P(21) Even if a person, who is P.D, intend-
ed to stay in the post-move-residence for a "long" time,
the very weak and rare thought, which occured before the
move that the post-move-residence may only be transitory
is after the move perceived to have been strong before
the move; simultareously, the hope and intention to
finally or occasionally move again grow.
Proposition P(22) Given the assumptions stated above,
neither for a self-ac bualizing person nor for a- defi-
ciency-need-motivated one, liking of the post-move-re-
sidence need decrease after the initial period of like-
ing (phase(l)), even if negative features are discovered;
this may happen when non or ohe previously mentioned
ways of dissonance reduction is chosen.
Proposition P(23) After the move to another residence,
P tends to be exposed to stress originating from two
cognitive dissonances:
Proposition P(24) Liking the post-move-residence tends
to be incongruous with deficiency-need-motivation (cog-
nitive dissonance(l)).
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Propos-LtionP(25 Disliking the post-move-residence
tends to be incongruous with a person's investment in
the move (cognitive dissonance (2)).
Assumption A(14) Assume that P has moved to a resid-
ence which is better Than the pre-move-residence, as
measured by the criteria used oy the person before the
move.
Proposition P(26) If deficiency-need-motivation is near
-1, dissonance(l) tends to be resolved by finally dis-
liking the post-move-residence; the resulting disson-
ance(2) tends to be resolved as indicated above.
Corollary C(11) Hence The outcome of the reduction
process tends to be, rect to the three Vcriables
ocuar-ing -prep.--: Deficiency-need motivation near -1,
disliking of post-move residence, perception of high in-
vestment in move.
.I
Proposition P(27) If a person is located 'hear" zero on
the continuum of deficiency-need-motivation vs. self-
actualization, then dissonance(l) tends to be "very"
weak, and the resulting stress is perceived to be "very"
weak; dissonance(2) tends to be strong, though weaker
than for an index of -1, and resulting stress tends to
be strong.
Corollary 0(12) In tnis case, index near zero, dis-
sonance(2) tends to be resolved by continuing to like
the post-move-residence, even after the initial period.
Corollary 0(13) The resulting dissonance(l) is sus-
tained.
Corollary ((14) Hence the outcome of the reduction pro-
cess tends To be -t1 reopot o th =rcee
of pirop. : Deficiency-need motivation self-actual-
ization, liking of post-move residence, perception of
high investment in the move.
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Proposition P(28) If a person is located near 1 on the
continuum, then dissonance(l) tends to be zero; if dis-.
liking occurs, dissonance(2) -ends to be strong, but
si6ress resulting from it tends to be negligable, and a
reduction of this dissonance, if it occurs, tends to
bring about unmeasurably small shifts in liking of the
posy,-move residence and/or of the assessment of the in-
vestment made in the move.
Corollary C(15) Hence the outcome of the reduction pro-
cess tends to: self-actualization near 1 (deficiency-
need-motivation near zero), liking or disliking of the
post-move-residence; perception of high investment in
the move.
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Part III
DATA IALYSIS
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In this section we explore the longitudinal patterns of
response to four attitudinal statements. They are:
"No matter how hard you try, there's not muqh you can do
to make a real change for the better."
"It's better to look on the bright side of things and
not to be blue all the time."
"Sometimes I feel uneasy and sort of afraid without
knowing exactly why.,'
"It's hardly fair to bring a child into the world the
way things look for the future.
In the research reported by Wilner et al. the items
were part of unidimensional scales, each scale measuring
a psychological state and consisting of four or five state-
ments (see their appendix 15). "No matter ... " is item (d)
XWe will refer To the statements under the labels
"No matter ... ", It's better ... ", "Sometimes "
and "It's hardly ...
Wilner, Daniel M. et al., The Housing Environment and
Family Life, Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1967.
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in the scale measuring "potency (efficacy of self-help)".
"It's better ... " is item (d) in the "optimism-pessimism"
scale; the wording is slightly different from the one we
use X "Sometimes ..." is item (a) in the scale measuring
"general anxiety"; again, the wording differsXX. "It's
hardly ... " is item (a) in the "optim)ism-pessimism" scale.
The data we will use come from interviews administered
xxx
a few years ago in Boston - The four statements were
read to the respondents as part of the probing into psy-
chological states and attitudes. Answering options were
"Strongly agree", "Tend to agree", "Tend to disagree", and
VWilner et al. had: " It's better not to look on the bright
side of things because you will only be disappointed in
the end." ibid., p.332.
XX Wilner et al. used: "Sometimes I feel uneasy and sort
of afraid without knowing exactly why I feel this way."
For a description of the project, to which we will re-
fer as the Boston Housing Study (BHS), see Appendix 2
Several publications have grown out of that research: Fea-
gin, Joe R., Social Ties of Negroes in an Urban Environ-
ment: Structure and Variation, Cambridge: Harvard Univer-
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x1 Strongly disagree" .
My interest in the four questions came up in relation with
the continuum of deficiency--need-motivation and self-ac-
tualization. In the framework and the model for the study
of attitudinal change accompanying intra-city migration
the location of a person along this continuum had been
introduced as an independent variable.
I intended to measure a person's location along the con-
tinuum by means of the person's responses to some twenty
questions that referred to the person's psychological
state and to his attitudes, and that were included in The
(continued from previous page) sity, Dept. of S3ocial Re-
lations, dissertation, 1966. Feagin, Joe R., Kinship Ties
of Negro Urbanites, Social Science Quarterly, Dec. 1968.
Tilly, Charles, Joe R. Feagin, and Constance Williams,
Rent Supplements in Boston, Cambridge, Mas s.: Prepared on
behalf of The Joint Center for Urban Studies of .I.T. and
Harvard University, October 1968.
X See pp. 14-15 of the questionnaire administered first
(i.e. at tj), which is included here as Appendix 3.(pp.1 67
199)
7o,
BHS questionnaires . I tacitly assumed- that a scale using
these twenty odd questions would (1) in fact measure a
person's location along the self-actualization - deficien-
cy-need-motivation-continuum, (2) differentiate between
X To avoid confusion it may be useful to state explicite-
ly that these questions were not originally made part of
the questionnaire with the intention to measure deficien-
cy-need-motivation and self-actualization. The data were
collected in 1964 through 1966. In 1969 a graduate stud-
ent in the Department of Urban Studies and Planning recom-
mended to me Abraham H. Maslow s "Toward a Psychology of
Being", Prince i,on, N . J.: D. van Nostrand Comp., Inc., 1968.
While reading the book, the thought came up to connect the
concepts of deticiency-need-motivation and self-actualizat-
ion with the way people think and feel. about pre- and post-
move environments betore and after the move. I then se-
lected those auestions of the interviews - which had been
administered a few years ago - that now might be used to
determine whether respondents were more self-actualizing
or more deticiengy-need-motivated. Professor Stephen Carr
was extremely critical of this idea and felt that it was
not possible to measure a person's location along'the con-
tinuum by these questions.
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people, and (3) be stable from pre-move to post-move-per-
iod.
As for differentiation, it was hoped that the scale would
place a number of respondents near either end of the con-
tinuum, i.e. classify them as predominantly self-actualiz-
ing or predominantly deficiency-need-motivated. Data of
these persons would then be used in the testing of the
model':s hypotheses, while interviews of individuals who
were not "clearly" more self-actualizing or more deficien-
cy-need-motivated would be omitted.
As for stability, it was assumed that a move, i.e. migrat-
ion, would not affect a person's location along the scale.
Most important of all,. the relations beiween deficiency-
need-motivation and self-actualization on the one side,
and responses to the twenty odd questions on the other
were not established, but rather a matter of belief and
disbelief. As time paased by I became converted to Steve
Carr's position - that relations where doubtful and un-
established at best.
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While the original idea of locating a respondent along the
self-actualization - deficiency-need-motivation-continu-
um by means of the twenty questions was dropped, assump-
tions (2) about differentiation and (3) about stability
became hypotheses. They were to be tested, in an explor-
atory manner, with respect to four questions only, the
ones quoted at the beginning of this chapter.
THE HOMOGENIZED SAlPLE
It was attempted to use a sample of respondents which was
as homogenous as possible and as stable from pre-move
to post-move interview as obtainable.x The Boston Hous-
Ing Study comprised 182 respondents, who had been inter-
viewed one to four times. First out of these a set of
about 14o respondents was selected by omitting, e.g.,
data of persons who had been interviewed only once. Out
of these a "relatively" homogenous and stable sample of
22 persons was chosen (Tables .1-lo ). Homogeneity and
stability were a goal with respect to the following var-
iables of the respondents:
sex,
race,
age,
life cycle stage,
occupation,
education,
number of children under 21,
total number of persons In household,
yearly income after taxes.
X Since a control group of people who did not move will
be used, we will often use and t2 instead of pre- and
post-move. This notation 6f t and T, is somewhat differ-
ent and less elaborate than th; one p~oposed in the frame-
work (Part I).
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Female Male
22 0
loo.oo
Table 1
Homogenized Sample. Distribut-
ion by Sex, 1=22.
Table 2
Homogenized Sample. Distribution by Race, N=22.
In the homogenized sample (N=22) all respondents are
female and black. They were 21-44 years old in 1965,
with 5o% between 30 and 34. At the interviews at two
different points in time they were all wifes (the hus-
band being the head of the household), and all were
housewifes at both points in timeX .
X Corresponding distributions (except o income) 2or N=12o
are giLven as App. 20-27 (pp.21 6-221).
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0 0
35-39 40-44 45-72 1Nio Answer
Table 3
Homogenized Sample. Distribution by Age, N=22.
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Wife I"Head of Hhi Table 4
Homogenized Sample. Distrib-
ution by Life Cycle Stage,
loo.oo 0.00 N=22.
00 ?0 0
House-
wife
22
loo.00
Student
0.00
Working
0.00
Table 5
Homogenized Sample. Distribution by Respondent's
Occupation, 11=22.
6th
4.55
llt h
62
27.27
9th
4.55
Total
22
1o .01
Homogenized Sample. Dist-ibution by Education (Last
Grade CompleTed),
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7th 8th
4.55 9.09
loth 13th -
18th
18.18
Table 6~
0100
N=22.
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o -2 3 4 5
0 6 7
0.00 27.27 31.82 4.55
6 8 9 and more Total
4 2 2 0 22
18.18 9.09 9.09 0.00 loo.o0
Table 7
Homogenized Sample. Distribution by Number of Ohildren
under 21 in Household? Y=22.
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2 - 4 5 6 7 0
-*- -. -,_ _-_ _| |__ _i
o 5 8 0
0.00 22.73 36.37 0.00
8 9 10 11 -_12 Total
5 2 2 0 22
22.73 9.09 9.09 0-00 1oo.
Table 8
Homogenized Sample. Distribution by Total Number of
Persons in Household, N=22.
Education ranges from 6th to 12th grade. There was neither
a change in Lhe number or children under 21 nor in the
number of persons in the household between the two inter-
views. The number of children ranged from three to eight,
the number of members in The household from five to ten.
no speci- 1,loo - 2,8oo - 3,ooo - 4,ooo -
ric inc. 2,799 2,999 3,999 4,999
given
0 0 1 5 5
0.00 0.00 4.55 22.73 22.73
5,ooo - 6,ooo - 7,ooo - 7,loo - Total
5,999 6,999 7,o99 12,ooo
7 3 1 0 22
31.82 13.64 4.55 000o loo.o2
Table 9
Homogenized Sample. Distribution by yearly Income ithafter
Taxes in 1963 (Aggregated), N=22.
The sample of 22 is least homogeneous and stable with re-
spect to the yearly income after taX (tables 9 and lo).
Income in 1963 ranged from 2,9oo to $7,ooo; in the year
of the interview the range was from (1,344 to t7,2oo. For
Family Income Inc. in
Number in '63 yr. of
in t interv.
o24 5,ooo 4,32o
o26 6,ooo 1,344
038 4,b78 3,732
o65 4,00o 3,84o
089 3,000
119 5,900 5,4oo
12o 4,373 4,o2o
121 2,904 2,400
128 3,ooo 3,744
15o 5,ooo 4,493
151 6,ooo 6,ooo
153 3,952 3,852
195 5,ooo 4,800
2o6 7,ooo 7, 2oo
219 5,2oo 4,416
229 5,ooo 4,164
239 3,8oo 4,524
241 4,16o 4,944
258 4,100 4,382
267 5,668 3,600
291 6,ooo b,6oo
298 3,300 5,4oo
Table 1o
Homogenized Sample. Dis-
tribution by Yearly In-
come after Taxes in 1963
and in Year of Interview
at t (Not Aggregated)t
N=222
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Pam.
Nr.
o24
Move
7 64
I-. I-u
m's
btw
rav e
and
12
inter
view
at t
or 6
7 65
026 7 64 2 9 64 6 165 112 1 65
038 9 64101964 7 465111l1865
o65 1591721165 181965
258 I11 63 19 6 65 121 8 65
291 5 65 2 7 65 3 8 65 12  5 66
11191863 118 12651315 65 13 865112 566
128 jlo 58 178 j465 1 115651 4 965 112 1 566
15o 1763 123 6 65 J 3 1965 1 1110 65 8 5 66
153 Ill 64 76 65 1 865 1-o 8 65 19 5.66
1195 8 63 12 665 1 1665 Li 8 65 1 1
1239 12 651 4 65 12 6511 9 65 9 5 66
241 112 64 161 6 65 2 865 1 65 I
126716 64 1 6 65 2 8 651 o 18 651 91 5 661
1954 1 6 65 12 1 865 10 8 65191566
239 9 64 12 640 I 64 1 3 1265 9 5 65
151 1 62 141 1665 1 1665 1 8 65 110 1 66
2o6 6ll 64 171 6.65 12 8 65 1 8.65 11
21918 4 9 6651 2 8 65 o 8 65 9 I
229 19 6o ! 16165 0 6 65 65L9i8 6515 12 62___ 
41 ___6 5 ___o__6 65 __2 ____65 _ _4__66
12o 2 57 197 3 65 1 3 6 65 2 8 65
21 o 63 117 3 65 4 7 65 1 8 65
Table 11. Dates oafMoves and Interviews. Homogenized
Samples Y=22.
- 026
-065
-9-
128
-150
-53
-239
-267
298
-151
206-1
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individual respondents changes in income between 1963
and 1964 or 1965 ranged from oD (Fam. Nr. 151) to 78/o
(Fam. Zr. o26).
Table 11 gives dates of moves and interviews for the
sample of N=22, while figure 1 displays the same in-
forna tion graphically. Interviews administered at t 3
or t are not used in our analysis. Iterviews at t4 4
did not include any of the four questions. Interviews
at t are discarded because the majority of the 22 re-3
spondents was interviewed only twice;. inclusion of the
interview at t ,in the four cases where there had been2
a t 2 and a t interview, apears to make the sample more2 3
homogeneous with respect to the time span bet.veen the
two interviews used than the inclusion of the t inter-
view would have done.
Out of the 22 respondents of the sample, six did not move
between the two interviews. They form the control group
against which the movers will be compared (see table 12).
Three of the Non-Lovers already lived in one of the
221(d)3 housing projects when they were interviewed for
the first time. These projects - Academy, Charlame, and
larksdale I & II (AICM) - which were completed in 1964 and
o24
026
o38
o65
o89
119
12o
121
128
15o
151
153
195
2o6
219
229
239
241
258
267
291
298
Non-M AC.
Non-M ACi
Non-M PH
Non-MI PR
. . M PH to
. . M Pr to
. . M1 PR to
. . M PR to
. . M PR to
. . M PR to
. . M PH to.
. . M PR to
. . M PR to
. . h PR to
. . M PR to
S. LI PH to
. . i PR to
. . M PR to
Non-M PR
. . M PR to
Non-M ACM
. . M PR to
PR
ACII
PH
PH
ACM
ACM
ACM
ACMI
ACI
PR
PR
PH
ACI
ACM
Non-
H
AM
PH
PRACM
= Non-Mover
= Mover
= Academy Homes-Charlame-
Markadale I &e II
= Public Housing
= Privat e Market
ACMI
Table 12
Homogenized Sample. Movers and Non-Movers by Housing
Category. N=22.
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Non-M ACM. . . . 3
Non-M PH. . . . . 1
Non-M PR . . . . 2
M PH to PR - 1
M PR to ACM. 9
M PR to PH . 2
M PH to ACM.* 1
M PR td PR . 2
M1 PH to PH . 1
Total. . . . . .22
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1965, by "objective" standards provided substantial im-
provements in Terms of physical amenity when compared
to the mostly rundown housing in which the respondents
x
had lived before moving into an ACM project. In the
group of movers (N=16) a majority of nine moved- from
the private market into an ACMI project.
X This statement is intentionally unclear so as to avoid
issues that I have not elaborated on so far: We may have
to distinguish between six variables, namely the phys-
ical quality of the inside of a residence, the physical
quality of the adjacent space, the physical quality of
the wider area around the residence, the social quality
of the building in which the residence is located, the
social quality of the adjacent space, and the social
quality of the wider area, each considered at a given
point in uime. In this study, however, I just speak
of Ihousing qualizy", and I assume, e.g., tha.t a move
from public housing to an ACM-project implies improve-
ment in housing qualities from which positive attitudinal
change may be expecued to follow (see Table 31, p.123).
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DIFFERENTIATION AND STABILITY WITH REoPECT TO THE
FOUR STATELENTS
The five answering opuions -4th respect to the four
s6 atements were coded as 1 through 5, with an addi-
ional o that sTands for "not applicable".7 Appen-
dices 4-6 give the responses in terms of these ori-
ginal codes. For purposes of analysis the answvers
were recoded twice, first for individual answers,
then for persons: "1 and "2" were aggre gted to "+"
-or "It's better . and to "-" for "No matter ...
"Sometimes ... ", and "It's hardly ... ", "4" and "5"
to -" for "It's better ... ", and to -"+" for "No mat-
ter ... ", "Sometimes ... ", and "It's hardly ... "t. 11311
was set equal to "o". I.e. the "o" me use in the i-e-
code does hot; correspond to the. "o" in the original
coe, which we ban disregaid since .there was no "not
applicable" in the original answers.
The answering options had been: $uron ly agree, tend
to agree, tend to disagree, strongly disagree (see p.182).
The codes which Tilly et al. used were as follows: o
not applicable, 1 = strongly agree, 2 = tend to agree,
3 = no answer, don't know, unbertain, 4 = tend to dis-
agree, 5 = strongly disagree. Throughout, I refer to
this coding as the "original code", which was the basis
for my twofold recoding.
The recodes just mentioned ("Fjrst recode") are used
in Tables 13-26. Later on answers were recoded for in-
dividuals at the time of an interview. A person who
had four or three "+" was classified as "(+)", two "+"
were recoded as "(o)", one "+" as "(-)".
The second recoding implies that a "+" with respect to
"No matter ... " is equivalent to a "+" with respect to
"Sometimes ... ", and, to be valid, it probably requires
that raTings on the four different items are independent.
These assumptions are arbitrary. We will have to re-
member them when we use the second recoding. The theory
of measurement presumably has dealt with these issues;
yet I did nou have the time to study the quibe extensive
literature in that field.
Let us first turn to the question whether the require-
ments of' "differentiation" and "stability" are independ-
ent from each other:
For itwo persons, P and, 2 , differenti-rtionson a particu-
lar szatement can meanc (la) that P1 and P2 are in differ-
ent states wiuh respect to the statement at tl, and that
they are in different states at 12; or (b) that they are
not in different states at t1 , but are. so at t 2 ; or (c)
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that they are in different states at t but are riot so
at t2. Some conceivable patterns are the following.
(1) There is no "'significant" difference between t and
t 2 * Elence, if the rating of P1 and P2 is different at
t ,it is also different at t . If P1 rates more posit-
ively at 61, he also rates more positively at u2  ioe
the lines connecting the ratings at t and - 2 do n o
cross. This pattern implies stability, or zero effect
o\ a move, and it is a special case of the following
pattern.
(2) There is a significant difference in P Is rating
at t and t- , and the dilference in P 2's rating at t
and t2 is not significantly different from P2 Is dif-
ference. The lines connecting P Is ratings t and 2
is "more or less" parallel to the line that connects
P2 s rating; both lines ascend, or both lines decend.
In this case, a move does have an effect (non-stalili-
ty), but the difference between P1 and P2 at 6 1 pre-
served through t2
X In the analyses that follow we will only be concerned
with (a).
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(3) At t1, P1 rates "significantly" higner than P2 yet
at t2 P1 rates lower than P2. The line connecting P 1s
ratings at t and t 2 crosses with the one connecting P2 s
rating at t and t2. One of the two lines may be horiz-
ontal.
"Stability" means that a move that occurs between t and
t2 does not affect P 1 's rating at t and t2. Let us as-
sume we have two groups, an experimental one, the Lovers,
and a control group, theiNon-Movers. If (a) the distrib-
ution of ratings of the control group at t1 is not signi-
ficantly different from the distributiori at t 2 , and if
(b) the same holds for the experimental group then the
question meets Lhe requirement of stability. We require
that conditions (a) and (b) be met to exclude the possi-
bility that, for the experimental group, a non significant
difference between t and t2 is interpreted as stabil ity
unaffected by a move while in fact the non significant
difference may be due to a stabilizing effect of the move.
X Only under the condition, however, that in the tran-
sition matrices the main diagonal stands out by "high"
probabilities.
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A further note on stability:
Assume we get, for thk control group, a significant dif-
ference in ratings between t1 and t2, and that ratings at
be higher or lower than at t . Assume also that for2
the experimental group ratings at t and t are not sig-* 2
nizicantly different. Vie could interpret this result in
tw-o ways:
(1) The control group has been subjeci, to some uncontrol-
ed impact - other inan the move - under which the partic-
ular question is not stable, while the experimental group
has not been exposed to that influence. The question is
stable with respect to the move.
(2) For the con'trol group and the experimental group the
two interviews occured during a period of attitudinal
change, e.g. deterioration of psychological state. The
move has halt-ed or - perhaps only temporarily - reversed
this trend. The question is not stable with respect to
moving.
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This points at a problem that we have not mentioned so
far:
When we have talked about "differentiation" and "stab-
ility", we have tacitly assumed that the interviews at
t and t2 fell into a period of constancy with respect
to the attitude checked by a particular question. In oth-
er words zhe line connecting imaginary pre-t 1 - and post-
t -interviews would have been horizontal. We have not -2
explored the possibility that this line may actually be
a decending or ascending one. In such a case the inter-
views at t1 and t2 would have occured during a period of
long term attitudinal change, conceivably overlaid by a
period of short term attitudinal change caused by the*
move. Ze do not investigate this issue but limit our-
selves to having pointed it out.
So far we have dealt with differentiation and stability
in relation to individual statements. Eow about aggre-
gating the four questions? Keeping the remark on the val-
idity of pooling in mind we dan say that what we have said
about individual questions, also applies to the aggregate
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of the four questions represented by the second recoding.
However, it is probably harder to interpret the meaning
of differentiation and stability for pooled statements,
since the "behavior" of the aggregate is the result of
the behavior of the individual statements. These may
work in the same direction or cancel each other.
We will now look at individual questions with respect to
differentiation and stability. We will be mainly concern-
ed with entries in cells along the main diagonal; these
are the cells that give persons who were in the same state,
with regard to the variable in question, at t and at t2
Individuals vho changed their state are counted either
above or below the diagonal. In our cases an entry above
the line indicates that the psychological state of the
person was less positive at t than it had been at t1,2
while an entry below the line shows that the psychological
state of the person was more positive at t2 than it had
been at . We shall focus on these "psychological up
and down movers" (or changers of psychological state)
later on.
X The main diagonal connects the upper left corner of a
table or matrix with the lower right one.
"NO M4ATTER .*"
This statement read: "No matter how hard you try, Tnere's
not much you can do to make a real change for the better."
2
9 4 13
+
t _ _
12 For N=22 see
App. 13
(p. 2o9).
65.oo along main diagonal
15.oo psych. up movers
2o.oo- psych. down movers
lo .oo9
main diagonal:
69.23, in upper left cell
30.77 in lower right cell
100.00&
Table 13
Responses to "No matter ... ", First Recode, t1 by t2 , N=2o.
22 o 2
+
13 4
83.33p along main diagonal
16.67/ psych. up movers
o l psych. down movers
loo .oo3
main diagonal;
4o.oo$ upper left cell
60.0 2lover right cell
loo.oo
Table 14
Responses to "No matter ... ", irst Recode, t1 by t2 'Non Movers, N=6.
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when we look at the whole sample of N=2o (Table 13) it
appears that the question differentiates between posit-
ive and negative states; about 65% of the answers are
along the main diagonal. Of these about 7o% are in the
upper left cell, while 30% are in the lower right.
When we break the sample down into Non Movers (N=6, Tab-
le 14), LIovers PR to ACT (N=8, Table 15), and Obher lov-
ers (N=6, Table 16) we see that..the question discriminates
for all three subsamples (in every case there are entries
n the "+'"- and -"-row for t1, and in the "+"- and "_ -
column for t2'
As for stability, there seems to be a significant difffer-
ence between Non Movers and Movers. While about 8o of
the persons who did not move between interviews were in
We have omitted two respondents who were In the zero-
column at t2. Since three of the five zero-cells were
empty in the 3x3 table, The 2x2 table with which we work
makes more sense. For the 3x3 table, see Appendix 13,.
p.2o9.
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I 2
4 2 6
U 1
2 0 2
6 2 8 For N.=9 see
App. 14,
p. 21o.
5o.oo% along main diagonal
25.oo% psych. up movers
25.oo psych. down movers
l00.o
main diagonal:
loo.ooq in upper left cell
o.oo in. lower right cell
Too.0o
Table 15
Responses to "No matter ... ", First Recode, -c by t 2 '
M.overs (PR.to ACM), N=8.
I.
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3 2
3 6
________________________ t a
66.67f1 along main diagonal
o.oof psych. up movers
33.33o psych. down movers
loo .0o/
main diagonal:
75.ooil upper lert cell
25.ooA lower right cell
100 .00A
Table 16
Responses to "No matter ... ", First Recode, t1 by t2 'Other Movers (Movers except PR to ACM), N=6.
ti1
-I-
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the same state at t 1 and at t 2 , between about 5o and 7o
of those who moved were. I.e., an event like a move ap-
pears to reduce state stability. A comparison between
tables 15 and 16 suggests that the change in state is the
more frequent. the sharper the difference between pre-
move and post-move environment (about 50! vs. 67 along
main diagonals).
Vie conclude with
Hypothesis 1 The stdtement "No matter ... " different-
iates between persons who agree and others who disagree.
While stability over time is very high for non movers, it
is reduced by a move; the sharper the difference between
the two environments, the stronger tends the reduction
in stability to be.x
The first phrase of the hypothesis is likely to be sup-
ported by the distribution of responses for the BHS Sample
(:=l2o) since marginal distributions are similar for NT=2o
and 1=12o (Table 34, p.128; Table 36, p 1 2 9 ).X
X jor the transi ion matrix of "No matter ... (N22) see
p. 126. See also p. 29.
xx For tce sample of N=12o, see p.163 (App. 2).
lo
"IT'S BETTER .. "
This statement read: "It's better to look on the bright
side of things and not to be blue all the time."
1 2
*__ 1 ~+ I
2222
+
ti
0
0
0
22
lee.00oj along main diagonal
0000/ psych. up movers
0.0o% psych. down movers
loo .coj
main diagonal:
loo.oo-, upper lett cell
00.!0 lower right cell
boo . o-
Table 17
Responses to "It's better ... ", First Recode, t by t2
11=22. 1 2
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In this case the data are so clear (see Table 17) That
we can state our conclusion immediately:
Hypothesis 2 The statement "It's better *.." does not
tend to differentiate between persons who disagree and
who don't. Stability approaches loo for non movers
and for movers.
The distributbion of responses for the BHS sample (N=12o)
probably supports this hypothesis, since marginal dis-
Tributions for N122 and N=12o are similar (Table 17,
App. 28).
Tne response.pattern with respect to "It's bevter ...
may perhaps be interpreted as a result of dissonance
reducuion: namely of the dissonance betwieen the decision
to live and uhe attitude that it is not beter to look
on bhe bright side of uhings ...; this may be partly
explain why people seem to stick to the outloo: - no
matter how their situation in life actually is.
lo2
"SOMETIMES ..
This statement read: "Sometimes I feel uneasy and sort
of afraid without knowing exactly why."
+ t2 ~
2 3 5
ti1
12
15
17
22
63.64% along main diagonal
22.73% psych. up movers
13.64 psych. down movers
loo*0l1
main diagonal:
14.29% upper left cell
85.71% lower right cell
loo.ood,
Table 18
Responses to "Sometimes ... ", First Recode, t by t 2 , N=22.
lo3
loo.oof along main diagonal
o.oo, psych. up movers
o0oo; psych. down movers
100.00
main diagonal:
16.67/ upper lefft cell
83.33% lower right cell
oo.oo
Table 19
Responses to "Sometimes .. ", First Recode, t by t2 '
Non Movers, N=6.
lo4
This statement differentiates between persons who agree
and those who disagree (Table 18). There was no response
in the zero-category; movers and non movers have respond-
ents vho agreed with the statement at t and t2, and others
who disagreed at t1 and t2 (Tables 19-21). For the samp-
le of N=22 and for each of the three subsamples "consid-
erably" more persons responded to the statement in a way
that indicates negative psychological state at t 1 and t2
rather than a posititve state; for N=22 the percentages
are about 85 and 15 (Table 18). This pattern, the dis-
tribution of main diagonal responses between upper left
and lower right cell, seems to be significantly different
from the respective patterns for "No matter ... " as well
as for "It's better ... ".
As for "No matter ... ", stability is highest for Non isov-
era (loofo). It is affected by the move. Again, stabili-
ty seems to be the lower the sharper the difference bet-
ween pre- and post-move environments (44 and 57';). Stab-
ility, as measured by percentages along main diagonals,
is not very dirferent from stability for "bo matter ... l;
the difference is probably not significant. In other
2 3
3 3 6
4 5 9
44.44 along main diagonal
33.33% psych. up movers
22.22r psych. down movers
99.991/o
nain diagonal:
25.00 upper 1ert cell
75.oo4 lower right cell
100.00;?0
Table 2o
Responses to "Sometimes 5..., First Recode, t1 by t2f
Kovers (PR to ACM), N=9.
1o6
a- t1 :~21
01
+
ti I 2 4 ' 6
2 5 7
57.14o along main diagonal
28.57j' psych. up movers
14.295 psych. down movers
1up 
m0o;vr
main diagonal:
o.oopb upper left cell
loo.oos lower right cell
lTo7o
Table 21
Responses to "Sometimes ... , First Recode, t by 22Other Movers (I'Vovers except PR to ACM), N 7.
- -- e,
1o7
words, the impacu of a move on the two statements is like-
ly to be the same.
Ve conclude with
Hypothesis 3 : The statement "Sometimes ... " different-
iates between persons who agree and others who disagree.
Yhile stability over time is very high for non--movers,
it is reduced by a move; the sharper the difference bet-
ween tne two environments, the stronger the reduction in
stability tends to be.
The 'irst phrase of the hypothesis is probably supported
by tne disuribution of responses for the 3HS sample
(N= 12o), since marginal distributions for N=22 and
N=12o are similar (Tjgble 18, App. 29).
1o8
"IT'S HARDLY ... "
This statement read: "It's hardly fair to bring a child
into the world the way things look for the future."
7 2.73 along main diagonal
1.182 psych. up movers
psych. down movers
loo .o0
main d.tagonal:
75.oo upper left cell
25.004 lower right cell
loo.oo/
Table 22
Responses to "It's hardly ... ", First Recode, -t by t2, N=22.
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t2
+
2 6
83.33' along main diagonal
16.674 psych. up movers
o.oo psych. down movers
loo.oo
main diagonal:
6o.oo; upper left cell
4o.oof lower right cell10-0.00
Table 23
Responses to "It's hardly ... ", First Recode, t1 by t2Non Movers, N=6.
llo
The statement differentiates between people who agreed
at t1 and t2, and people who disagreed at both inter-
views. Differentiation occurs in the sample of H=22 and
in all three subsamples (Tables 22-25). The distribution
of persons who were classified "+" at t' and t2 , and of
those who were classified "-" at t and t2 is similar to
the one of "No matter ... ". This holds for 7,=22 and each
of the three subsamples.
As for stability we find that it is high for non movers
(about 83%, Table 23) and low for movers whose pre- and
post-move environments differed most sharply (about 56/a,
Table 24). These percentages are "very" similar to the
respective ones of 'NTo matter ... " (83A, 5o;). However,
the percentages for the subsamples of Other ILovers is
considerably higher - 86i. for "It's hardly ... ", 67 for
"ITo matter .. ". Eliminating "It's better ... " as a
special case, among the remaining three statements the
Other Movers of "It' s hardly ... " are the only instance
where their stability (86 ) is the "same" as that of the
Non Movers (83;4). Explaining this fact seems to be hard.
ill
+ I - ___
55.56,4 along main diagonal
33.33% psych. up movers
11.14 psych. down movers
main diagonal:
8o.oo:4 upper left cell
2o.oo/ lower right cell
loo.0
Table 24
Responses to "It's hardly ... , First Recode, t by 2
Movers (PR to ACM), N=9.
1 2 1
++
5 6
0 *
85.71o along main diagonal
o..Q/ psych. up movers
14.29/4 psych. down movers
loo .OOy;
main diagonal:
83.33% upper left cell
16.67f lower right cell
lo0o. 0
Table 25
Responses to "It's hardly F..., Pirst Recode, t by t2 '
Other lovers (IMovers except PR to ACM), N=7.
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We conclude with
Hypothesis 4 : The statement "It's hardly ... " different-
iates between persons who agree and others who don't.
Stability of state is similarly high for Non Movers and
Other Kovers. It is low for Movers.
Marginal distributions for N=12o probably support the
first phrase of the hypothesis (App. 3o, p.223).
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Main Sample
N__o m, N=2o Bett, N=22JSome, N=22 1 Hard, N=22
upper l.c. 69.23 loo .oo 14.29 75.oo
lower r.c. 3o.77 0.00 85.71 25.oo
kotal loo.oo loo.oo loo.oo oo.oo I
Subsample Non Movers
" No m, N=6 Bett, N=6 1Some, N=6 lEard, Y=6
upper 1.c. 4o.oo loo.oo 16.67 6o.oo
lower r.c. 6o.oo 0.00 83.33 4o.oo
Itotal loo.oo loo.oo 1 oo.oo oo.oo
Subsample Movers (PR to ACM)
No-, m, N=8 3ett, N=9 Some; N=9 ard, i=9
Iupper l.c. loo.ao loo.oo 25.oo 80.00
ower r.c. 0.00 0.00 75'.oo 20.oo
Itotal loo.oo loo.oo doo oo loo.oo
Subsample Other Movers (Movers except PR to ACM)
No m, N=6 Bett, N=7 Some, N=7 ard, N=7
Jupper l.c. 75.oo loo.oo 0.00 83.33
Jlower r.c. 25.oo 0.00 loo.oo 16.67
total loo.oo loo.oo loo.oo loo.oo
Table 26
Distribution of Stable Responses between Upper Left Cell
and Lower Right Cell of Kain Diagonal in Per Cent.
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THE FOUR STATEMTS
So far we have measured stability by the percentage of
responses that are located along the main diagonal of a
table. We have found that in general this percentage is
higher for Non Movers than it is for people who move,
and that it is higher for Other Movers than for Movers
(with the exception of "It's hardly '..). We have argued
that the lower the percentage along the main diagonal, the
lower the stability.
We now ask: How does differentiation relate to stability?
In other words: Does the distribution of responses between
upper left cell and lower right cell change with changing
stability? Table 26 may suggest that it does!:not, az
least for some statements. The upper table gives per-
centages for the whole sample for each of the four state-
ments, averaged over the three subsamples. Percentages
for these are given in the three lower tables. If we ar-
range the four statements by similarity of differentiat-
ion, we have "It's better ... ", "It's hardly ... ", "Some-
times ... ", "No matter ... ". "It's better ... " is a spe-
cial case. Difference in differentiation for "Sometimes
116
and "It's hardly .. may well be non-Oignificant. In
the case of "No matter .. ", however, the data seem to
suggest that differentiation does significantly change
with stability.
Our finding with respect to "Sometrnes ... " and "It's
hardly ... " - stability changes, differentiation does
not change - implies that for Lhe three subsamples the
percentage of people moving from a positive state at
t to a negative s .ate at t 2 approximately equals the
percentage moving from a negative state at t 1 to a posit-
ive state at 2 . -e snall see below whether the dana
do indeed justiry this thought.
We conclude this section with
Hypothesis 5: For "Sometimes ... " and "It's hardly .
a cnange in stabil.tLy does not imply a cha ge in differ-
entiauion; when migrating, the percentage of persons
who change to a more positive psychological state about
equals the percentage of persons who change to a more
negative state.
I . .
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THREE STATEKEITS AGGREGATED (WITHROUT "IT'S BETTER ... ")
Since responses to the statement "It's oeuter ... " show
zero variation, we have eliminated them Trom taoles 27-
x30.
Wnat we have found for individual statements is con-
firmed by aggregation of responses for individuals:
The three statements, taken uogether, differentiate bet-
ween persons wiho are in a positive psychological state
and others who are in a negative state. There is stabi-
lity, with at least 6of of the responses along the main
diagonal.
Let us now look at the "psychological up and down movers".
There are two questions that we may want to ask;
(1) Are the patters of chage between states similar from
subsample to subsample?
(2) For any sample, is Lhe pattern of change between states
similar when we compare psychological up movers viith down
movers?
The corresponding tables for all four statements, i.e.
including "It's better ... ", are Appendices 16-19.
I 2
(+) (-) J
lo
71.43
2
33.33
28.57
4
66.67
14
70.00|
6
3o.oo
12 8 2o
6o.oo 4o.oo loo.oo
- *M M i III I IE
Note: 1or
corre spon ding
tablesin-'.
cluding
"It s better..
see App. 16
-19 (pp.
212-215)
Code for Tables 27-30:
+ +
= (+) (0) - -
Note:
row
Percentages are percentages (e.g. 71.43 + 28.57 = loo.oo),
except for the right margin where percentages are for the
column (7o.oo + 30.oo = loo.oo).
70 .ooo along main diagonal
lo.oo/ psych. up movers
2o.oo psych. down movers
oao 00
main diagonal:
71.43/o upper left cell
28.57ht lower right cell
loo.ood
Table 27
Responses to Three Statements (without 'It's better ... ")
Second Recode, t by t 2c N=2o.
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t
(+)
(-)
k
0
119
For explanation of code see Table 27.
83.33'; along main diagonal
16.67 psych. up movers
o.ood psych. down movers
loo .oo
main diagonal:
4o.oof upper left cell
6o.oo> lower right cell
loo 0oo
Table 28
Responses to Three Statements (without "It's bet'ter ... ")
Second Recode, t1 by t , Non kovers, Y=6.
2
____ ___I () I (-) I______
2 o 2(+)
loo.oo 0.00 -33.33
3 4(-) 13
25.oo 75.oo 66.67
3 3 6
5o.00 50.00 loo.oo
12o
t2
5 2 7
(+)
71.43 28.57 87-.5o
tie 
_ 
_ 
_ 
_
0
(- )
loo.oo 0 .00 12.5o
6 2 8
75.00 25.oo loo.oo
For explanation of code see Table 27.
62.5o, along main diagonal
12-5o psych. up movers
5 o psych. down movers
lo0 . oo
main diagonal:
loo.oo-; upper left cell
o.oop lower left cell
loo.oo
Table 29
Responses to Three Statements (without "It's better ... "),
Second Recode, t1 by t 2 , 'overs (PA-to ACM), N=8.
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For explanauion of code see Table 27.
66.67% along main diagonal
o .oof psych. up movers
33.33% psych. down movers
100 .00o
main diagonal:
75.oo upper left cell
25.ooA lower right cell
loo .oo,-')
Table 30
Responses To Tbree Statements (without "It's better ... )
Second Recode, z1 by t2, Other Movers (Except Pr to ACM),
N=6.
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We cannot, with the data at hand, answer question (1),
since there is only one entry in the (-)-row for Movers
and Other Movers (Tables 29 and 3o). Since one of these
did move up while the other one did not, it is not sur-
prising that percentages in the (-)-row of the whole
sample (N=2o) and the subsample of Non Movers are similar
(Tables 27 and 28). As for down movers, the tw.o entries
in the (+)-row of Table 28 (Non I.overs) also do not en-
able us to come to any conclusion.
However, the impression which the data convey is in fact
surprising. Vie start by asking: What attitudinal changes
can we expect, assuming that a change in housing quality
influences the attitudes measured by Tne tnree statements?
Table 31 summarizes our assumptions about changes in house-
ing quality tnat are likely to be associazed with move-
ing and non moving. The table also gives expected ati-
tucinal changes that common sense may suggest - assuming
a link between change in housing quality. and change in at-
titude. The last column indicates thaEt these com-Lon sense
guesses may be wrong:
x In 3relation to "housing quality" remember footnote
on p. 86.
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housisng assumed a titudinni change
hous.Lng
t quality expected lobserved
Yon Movers
A CL. ACM o o (or -)1)
PH H I o o (or -) + i
IPR IPR o 1 (or )(a28)
'overs
IPR ACM + +
(Table*
PH IPH o o (or -)I) 29)
PH ACM + +)
PH PR + or o + (or o)1)-
)(T ableIPR IPR o or - o (or -)I) "'30)
PR PH - or o - (or o)13
lobte:
For explanation of housing
Table 31
EXpected Avt.6ucinal
codes see Table 12.
Changes under the Assumpuion hat
the Housing Environment has an Impacz on Atitudes, N=22.
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For Non Movers one mignt expect attinudinal changes to
be zero or negative - the one in our sample is positive
(Table 28); for Liovers (PR to ACM) we vould expect posit-
ive autitudinal changes - out of the three observed in
a sarle of eight one is positive and two are negative
(Table 29); for Other Mlovers (Kovers except PR to ACM)
we might expect zero or posiTive over all changes, but
in our sample of six the two chnages observed are negat-
ive ones (Table 30).
These impressions may suggest that environmental change
correlates with attitudinal change, but that the direction
of an attitudinal change is independent of the direction
of an environmental change. In other words, ie may come
to conclude that the shake-up of a move triggers attitud-
inal change, that it actualizes latent changes.
This tenbative hypothesis is ndt contradicted by 6he
sample as a whole (N=2o, Table 27). There is no suffic-
ient difference between the percentage in the upper left
cell (71%a) and the lower right cell (67f), nor between
percentages in the lower left cell (33/) and the upper
XNotice Lhat percentages here rerer to rows, not to
tne main diagonal.
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right cell (29%). This means: The proportion of per-
sonswho changes from a negat-Lve sT-ate at t 1 to a pos-
iTive one at t is about the same as the proportion of2
persons who cntarged from a positive sTate at t 1 to a
negative state at t2 '
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THE TRANSITION MATRIX FOR "NO MATTER . ." AND ITS
APPLICATION
2
__1_+.64 .o7 .291 1.oo
. 00 .00 .00 .00
.38 .12 .50 1.oo
Table 32
Transition Matrix for "No matter ... ", gomputed from
Appendix 13, N1=22.;
Table 32 gives The transition prooabilities that a person
who is in particular state on "No matter .. " at t will
xbe in the same or another state at t2'
XSince in the application we will compare an expected
distribution to an observed one that has etries in the
zero-category for t 2 , the transition matrix has been de-
rived from App. 13; that table has no zero-entries for t
but does so for t 2 *
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'We will apply 1,he uransition matrix to the sample of
N=12o from the BHS. This is the sample that Feagin
and Tilly used in their analyses. Iu was compiled
by them under ceruain considerations of homogeneity
such as race - all respondenT-s in that sample are
black. As for time spans beuween interviews, it is
likely that for N=12o the average span between the
interviews at t and t is a few months longer Lhan
for 11=22.
+ - total
Ire 14 0 8 22
1 perc 63.64 o.oo 36.36 loo.oo
Ifre 12 2 8 22
2 pere 54.55 9.o9 36.36 loo.oo
Table 33. Frequency Distributions of Respotses to
"No matter ... " at t and 2 (from App. 13) N\1=22.
X See Feagin 1966, ibid.; Tilly et al 1968, ibid.
See also App. 2.
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orig c 4,5 3 1,2
Irecode + 0 - total
jfreque 81 0 39 12o
percen 67.50 o.oo 32.50 loo.oo
Table 34 
.to "No matter 
.
Distribution of Responses as Observed at t1, N=12o.
Vihile Taole 33 gives frequency distributions for !T=22
at t1 and t2 , Table 34 gives the distribution for N7=12o
at z . Application of the transition matrix (Table 32)
to the observed distribution of N=12o at t gives the
predicted or expected frequencies at t2 as tabulated in
Table 35. A comparison of the percentages with the e*-
served
.pee-be ones (Table 36) shows that the two distributions
are "guite" similar. Yet, it appeare to be impossible
to decide whether this similarity is such tnat tne dif-
ference between the two distributions is non significant.
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psych. movers
+ o - total + to - to stable
o,*- 0, +
[freque 67 lo 44 12o 29 19 72
perc 55.83 8.33 35.83 99.99 24.17 15.83 6o0.00
Table 35
Distribution of Responses to "No matter .. at t2 as
Predicted from Distribution at T (Table 34) Using
Trans-iLion Matrix of Table 32, N=12o.
For Table Giving Observed Distribution at t1 by Pre-
dicted Distribution at t see Table 4o.
+ 0 - total
Ifreque 81 2 37 12o
percen 67.50 1.67 3o.83 l.ool
Taole 36
DisGribuuion of Responses to "No matter ... " as
Observed at z N=12o.
13o
If, however, the two distributions are significantly
diiferent, several reasons for the poor prediction are
conceivable:
(1) The sample of N=22, though quite homogeneous, is
small; even if we have managed to eliminaTe any system-
atic variation, which is uncertain for income and time
x
spans Deiween moves and interviews, random variation can
have distorted frequencies and hence transition proba-
bilities.
(2) Assuming that variation of income and time span bet-
ween move and interview has no systematic erfecus on
responses to "No mauter ... ", and assuming Thab random
variation has not disuorLed transition probabiliries,
we would conclude that one or several ones of the var-
iables which we have homogenized for N=22 has or have
an inrluence on responses to "No maT-ter .. ., and that
tne distribution of that variaole or of those variables
for N=12o is dilferent than the respective distribution
of E=22.
x Probing into Tnis would be one of the next tnings to
do .
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frequ-e 39 0 81 12o
Ipercen 32.50 o.oo 67.5o loo oo!
Table 37
Hypothebical Dis'tribut ion of Responses to "No maTter .
ai 1i, N4=12o.
Ipsych. movers[
code + o - total + to - to stable
0, - O, +
freque 56 13 51 12o 14 41 65
percen 46.67 lo.83 42.5o loo.oo 11.67 34.17 54.171
Table 38
Hypothetical Distribution of Responses tb "No -a-ter
at t as PredicTed Using The Transition .Matl-ix of Table 32,
N=l2g. Distribution at t is the one of Table 37.
For table giving Hypothetical Distribution at t by
Hypothetical Distriourion at T'2 see Table 41.
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Since, in terms of percentages, distributions of N=22
at t 1 (Table 33) and of N=12o at tj (Table 34) probably
are not very different from each other (about 2/3 "1+"
and 1/3 "-"), we apply the transition matrix to a hyp-
otheuical distribution of N=12o at t which, in terms
of percentages, is the reverse of the ones observed for
N=12o aL t 1 (Table 37).
Table 38 gkives the results of the application of the
transition matrix of Table 32:
(1) In terms of percentages, the observed distribution
at T2 tor N=22 (Table 33), and the predicted distribut-
ions for N=12o (Table 35) and Hypothetical IT=12o (Table
38) are "very" similar though the t 1 -distributions we
started with were the reverse of each oTher for N,=12o
and Nyp. N=12o (Tables 34 and 37).
(2) The distribution of psychological movers and suay-
ers for N=12o and Hyp. N=12o is significantly different
(Tables 35 and 38). While about the same number of per-
X "1tayers" are persons who are in the same psych. state
at t and t 2 ; so far we have referred to them as "along
main diagonal".
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sons are stayers, for Hyp. N=12o the percentage of people
who move down from "+" is about half of the percentage
of down movers in N=12o (12A vs. 24;); correspondingly
the percentage of up movers doubles (34a vs. 16-o).
I t1
+ 00
+~ .64 .oo .38
t 2 o .07 .00 
.12
.29 .oo .50
Table 39
"Transition Marix" Obtained by Interchanging t and t
of Latrix Given in Table 32.
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The fact that the same transition matrix transforms two
inversely different frequency disutributions into twao
quite similar ones raises issues relating to prediction
and inference;
Let us assume that we have established a transition
matrix A for some process X (t to t1+1 ), and assume
that we have the distribution of the variable x at t
we can then predict the distribution of that variable
x for t. i+1
Whenever, starting with a distribution of a variable
at t1 , we ask "How vill this variable be distributed at
some fuIure t. ?" we speak of prediction. henever wei+1
have the distribution of a variable at t and ask
"How has this variable been distributed at a past t ?"
we speak of inference. While prediction is concerned
with describing or simulating 'a process, inference is not.
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Now lei us assume that we have The distribution of
variable x at t and that we want to know how This1+1
variable has been dis tributed at t . Then transition
matrix A cannot be applied to infer the variable's
distribution at I nor can the matrix obtained by
flipping entries around the main didgonal (Table 39).
In racu, with no additional information available it
is not possible to ascertain at t how the variable
has been disLributed at t . For how can one know whether
we have to apply the "inference matrix" of Table 43 or
the one of Table 45 (or some oTher matrix)?
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t 2 1+1
+ 0- total
+ 52 6 23 81
Sjo 0 o o o
- 4 2o 39
67 1o 43 12o
Table 4o
Responses to "No mauter ... ", Observed Distribution
at oy Predicted Distribution at T2 (ee also Tab-
les 34 and 35; Transition IKatrix Used is the One of
Table 32), N=12o.
Table 41
Responses To "No matter .*.", Hypouhetical Distribut4ion
at t by Pred. Hyp. Dist. at t2 (See also Tab. 37, 38;
Trans. M. Used is the One of Table 32), 1=12o.
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* 1
+ 0
52 o 15
6 0 4
23 o 2o
81 o 39
total
67
lo
43
12o
Table 42
Responses to "No mfaster ... ", Predicted Distribuiion at
in Tanle 4o is Assumed to be Observed Distribution at
t1+1, while Observed Distribution at t in Table 4o is
Assumed to be Inferred Distribuuion at t 1 , 7=l2o.
+ 0
+ .78 00 .22
t o .60 .oo .4o
- .53 oo .47
total
1.oo
1.oo
1.00
Table 43
"'Inerence D'atrix" Qomputed from Table 42, N=12o.
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+ 0 -total
25 0 31 56
t!l3 0 10 13
- 11 o 4o 51
39 o 81 120
Table 44
Responses to "No matter ... P, redicted Hypothetical Dis-
uribution at 2 in Table 41 is Assumed to be Observed
Distribution at t while Observed Hypothetical Dis-
tribution at t 1 in Table 41 is Assumed to be Inferred
Distribution at t, N=12o.
+ 45
ti~j 0 .23
- .22
0- total
.00 .55 1.00
.00 .77 1.oo
.0o .78 1.oo
LTable 45
"In'er.ence MaIrix" Computed from Table 44, N=12o.
& 0
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LIST OF TENTATIVE CONCLUSIONS
14o
Hypothesis 1 (p. 99): The statement "No matter ...
Tends to differentiate between persons who agree and
x
others 'Who disagree (N=2o) ..While stability over
Time is very high for Non Movers (N=6), it is re-
duced by a move; The sharper The difference bezween
The two environments, the stronger tends the reduc-
tion in stabiliuy to be.
HypoThesis 2 (p. lol): The statement "It's better
..." does not Lend to differentiate between persons
twho disagree and who don't (N=22). Stability ap-
roaches lootffor Non Movers and Tor Kvovers.
Hypothesis 3 (p. 107): The statement "Sometimes ..
diiferentiates between persons who agree and others
who disagree (N=22). While stability over time is
very high for Non Lovers (N=6), it is reduced by a
XFor the complete wording of this and he oTher
Three statements see p.67.
14o (a)
move; the sharper 4he difference between the two
environmenr s, the stronger the reducion in stability
tends to be.
Hypothesis 4 (p. 113): The sbatement "It's hardly
differenuiates between persons who agree and others
who don't (N=22). Stability of s aie is similarly
high for Non Movers (N=6) and Other Movers (N=7).
It is lo.. for Movers (N=9).
Summarizing ypothesis (p. 115): Stability on the
threfel' statements tends to be higher for Non overs
than for persons who move; and it tends to be higher
for Other Movers than for Movers (N922).
X Movers are the persons who moved from the private
market into 221(d)3 projects (PR to ACM-i); Other Eov-
ers are individuals who also moved, i.e. from public
housing into a 221(d),3 project, but excluding PR to
ACM. See pp.147-16 5 (App. 2) and p.85 (Table 12).
xx Excluding "It's beuter
14o(b)
Hypothesis 5 (p. 116, p. 125): For "nometimes ..
and: "It's hardly ... " a change in stabili6y does not
imply a change in differentiation; when migrating
the percenuage of persons who change to a more posit-
ive psychological state about equals the percentage
of persons who change to a more negative state (N 22).
HypouPhesis 6 (p. 117): The aggregate or "No mat-
Ter ... ", "sometimes .. , and "Itl's nardly ... " dif-
ferentiates between persons who are in a positive
psychological state and ouhers who are in a negative
state. Stability is at least 6o (K2o).
Hypobhesis 7 (p. 124) (extends Hyp. 5): Environ-
mental change associated with migration correlates
with attitudinal change as measured by the threex
suatements; however, the direction of the attitud-
inal change is independent of the direction of
change of environmental quality.
XExcluding "It's better 
.. "
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Appendix 1
Defining Crureria for Deficiency-Need-lotivated
and for Self-Actualizing Persons. Excerpss from
Abraham H. Maslow, Toward a Psychology of Being,
Second Edition, Princeton, N. J.: D. Van Nostrand
Company, Inc., 1968.
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ment that it achieves and to each state of rest or equilibrium.
According to this theory, the reluctant and conservative child
has continually to -be kicked upstairs, out of its comfortable.
preferred state of rest into a new frightening situation.
While this Freudian conception is continually confirmed by
clinidibas as largely true for insecUre and frightened children,
and while it is partially true for all human beings, in the main it
is untrue for healthy, happy, secure children. In these children
we see clearly an eagerness to grow up, to mature, to drop the
old adjustment as outworn, like an old pair of shoes. We see in.
them with special clarity not only the eagerness for the new
skill but also the most -obvious delight in repeatedly enjoying it,
the so-called Funktionslust of Karl Buhler (24).
For the writers in these various groups, notably Fromm (50),
Horney (67), Jung (73), C. Bubler (22), Angyal (6), Rogers
(143), and G. Allport (2), Schachtel (147), and Lynd (92),
and recently some Catholic psychologists (9 128), growth, in-
dividuation, autonomy, self-actualization, self-development, pr
ductiveness, self-realization, are all crudely synonymous, ig-
nating a vaguely perceived area rather than a sharpl efined
concept. In my opinion, it is not possible to defi this area
sharply at the present time. Nor is this desirabi either, since a
definition which does not emerge easily and urally from well-
known facts is apt to be inhibiting an istorting rather than
helpful, since it is quite likely to be ong or mistaken if made
by ap act of the will, on a pri rounds. qjustdon't know
enough about growth yet to able to define it well.
Its meaning can -be' in ' ated rather than defined, partly by
positive pointing, par by negative contrast, i.e., what is not.
For example, it is t the same as equilibrium, homeostasis, ten-
sion-reduction, c.
Its nece y has presented itself to its proponents partly be-
cauke dissatisfaction (certain newly noticed phenomena sim-
ply ere not covered by extant theories); partly by positive
eds for theories and concepts which would better serve the
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new humanistic value systems emerging from the kdown of
the older value systems.
This present treatment, however, derives ostly from a direct
study of psychologically healthy indiv als. This was under-
taken not only for reasons of int ' sic and personal interest
but also to supply a firmer foun ion for the theory of therapy,
of pathology and therefore values. The. true goals of educa-
tion, of family training, psychotherapy, of self-development,
it seems to me, can discovered only by such a direct attack.
The end product growth teaches us much about the processes
of growth. In recent book (97), 1 have described what was
learned fr this study and in addition theorized very freely
about v ous possible consequences for general psychology of
this nd of direct study of good rather than bad human beings,
healthy rather than sick people, of the positive as well as the
negative. (I must warn you that the data cannot be considered
reliable until someone else repeats the study. The possibilities
of projection are very real in such a study and of course are un-
likely to be detected by the investigator himself.) I want now
to discuss some of the differences that I have observed to exist
between the motivational lives of healthy people and of others,
i.e., people motivated by growth needs contrasted with those
motivated bj the basic needs.
So far as motivational status is concerned, healthy people r1ave sufficiently gratified their basic needs for safety, belong-9';'
ingness, love, respect and self-esteem so that they are motivated Z
primarily by trends toCkelffacfuifzatiin) (defined as ongoing
actualization of potentials, capacities and talents, as fulfillment
of mission (or call, fate, destiny, or vocation), as a fuller'
knowledge of, and acceptance of, the person's own intrinsic
nature, as an unceasing trend toward unity, integration or syn-
ergy within the person).
Much to be preferred to this generalized definition would be
a descriptive and operational one which I have already pub-
lished (97). These healthy people are there defined by describ-
ing their clinically observed characteristics. These are:
Now,
r
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Superior perception of reality.
Increased acceptance of self, of others and of nature.
Increased spontaneity.
Increase in problem-centering.
Increased detachmient and desire for privacy.
increased autonomy, and iesistatce to enculturation.
Greater freshness of appreciatiob, and richness of emotional
reaction.
Higher frequency of peak experiences.
Increased identification with the human species.
Changed (the clinician would say, improved) interpersonal
relations.
More democratic character structure.
Greatly increased creativeness.
Certain changes in the value system.
Furthermore, in this book are described also the limitations
imposed upon the definition by unavoidable shortcomings in
sampling and in availability of data.
One major difficulty with this conception as so far presented
is its somewhat static character. Self-actualization, since I have
studied it mostly in older people, tends to be seen as an ultimate
or final state of affairs, a far goal, rather than a dynamic proc-
ess, active throughout life, Being, rather than Becoming.
If we define growth as the various processes which bring the
person toward ultimate self-actualization, then this conforms
better with the observed fact that it is going on all the time in
the life history. It discourages also the stepwise, all or none, salta-
tory conception of motivational progression toward self-actuali-
zation in which the basic needs are completely gratified, one by
one, before the next higher one emerges into consciousness.
Growth is seen then not only as progressive gratification of
basic needs to the. point where they "disappear," but also in the
forni of specific growth motivations Over and above these basic
needt, e.g., talents, capacities, creative tendencies, constitutional
potehtfiities. We are thereby helped also to realize that basic
needs and self-actualization do not contradict each other any
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REJECTION AND IMPULSE-ACCEPTANCE
Practically all historical and contemporary theories of otiva.'
tion unite in regarding needs, drives and motivati states in
general as annoying, irritating, unpleasant, undes' le, as some-
thing to get rid of. Motivated behavior, go eeking, consum-
matory responses are all techniques for ucing these discom-
forts. This attitude is very explicitl ssumed in such widely
used descriptions of motivation need reduction, tension re-
duction, drive reduction, and xiety reduction.
This approach is under ndable in -animal psychology and
in the behaviorism wh' is so heavily based upon work with
animals. It may b hat animals have only deficiency needs.
Whether or no is turns out to be so, in any case we have
treated ani s as if this were so for the sake of objectivity. A
goal ob' has to be something outside the animal organism so
that can measure the effort put out by the animal in achiev-
i this goal.
It is also understandable that the Freudian psychology should
v
1
more than do childhood and maturity. One passes into the other
and is a necessary prerequisite for it.
The differentiation between these growth-needs and basic
needs which we shall explore here is a consequence of the clin-
ical perception of qualitative differences between the motiva-
tional lives of self-actualizers and of other people. These differ-
ences, listed below, are fairly well thoh not erfectly described
by the names deficiencneedsndl growth-needs.) For instance,
not all physiological needs are deficits, e.g., sex, elimination,
sleep and rest.
In any case, the psychological life of the person, inmay of
its aspects, is lived out differently when he is(dicien-cy-need 7
grati cation-ben and when he is growth-dominatedl'or \"meta-
motivated"j origrowth-motivatedlor The follow-
ing differences make this clear.
1 ATTTITDP TOWARD IMPUSTT:IP ULTSpTTT E-
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and that evil or pain or threat is only a partial phenome
a product of not seeing the world whole and , and of
seding it from a self-centergd or f ow a point of view.
(df course this is no ia of evil or pain or death but
rather a i1ation with it, an understanding of its
sity.
Another way of saying this is to compare it with one aspect
of the concept of "god" which is contained in many religions.
The gods who can contemplate and encompass the whole of
Being and who therefore understand it, must see it as good,
- st, inevitable, and must see "evil" as a product of limited or
selfish vision and understanding. qLwe could be godlike in this
sense then we, too, out of universal understanding would never
blame or condemn or be disappointed or shcked. Our only
G possible emotions would ibe pity, charity, kindliness "and per-
haps sadness or B-amusement with the, shortcomings of the
other. But this is precisely the way in which self-actualizing
people do-attotias~fEac h5~fie world, and in which all of us-
react in our peak m r en']?lsThis is precisefy the way in which'
all psychotherapists try to react to their patients. We must grant,
of course, that this godlike, universally tolerant, B-amused and
B-accepting attitude is extremely difficult to attain, probably
even impossible in a pure form, and yet we know that this is a
relative matter. We can approximate it more closely or less
closely and it would be foolish to deny the phenomenon simply
because it comes rarely, temporarily, and impurely. Though we
can never be gods in this sense, we can be more godlike or less
godlike, more often or less often.
In any case, the contrast with our ordinary cognitions and
reactions is very sharp. Ordinarily we proceed under the aegis of
means-values, i.e., of usefulness, desirability, badness or good-
ness, of suitability for purgose. We evaluate, control, judge,c nd mn or pr ve. W  la gh-at r th rthan laugh-with. We
react to the experience in personal terms and perceive the world
in - ieference to ourselves and our ends, thereby making the
world no more than means to our ends. This is the opposite of
being detached from the world, which means in turn that we
82 . COGNITION OF BEING IN THE PEAK-EXPERIENCES
are not really perceiving it, but perceiving ourselves in it or
it in ourselves. We perceive then in a deficiency-motivated way
and can therefore perceive only D-values. This is different from
perceiving the whole world, or that portion of it which in the
peak experiencel we take as surrogate for the world. Then and
only then can we perceive its values rather thanour own. These
I call the values of Being, or for short,tie B-values. These are
similar to Robert Hartman's "intrinsic values'-(59) -
These B-values, so far as I can make-outit this point, are-
(1) wholeness; (unity; integration; tendency to one-ness; inter-
connectedness; simplicity; organization; structure; dichotomy-
transcendence; order);
-(2) perfection; (necessity; just-right-ness; just-so-ness; inevitabil-
ity; suitability; justice; completeness; "oughtness");
(3) completion; (ending; finality; justice; "it's finished"; fulfill-
ment; inis and elos; destiny; fate);
(4) justice; (fairness; orderliness; lawfulness; "oughtness");
(5) aliveness; (process; non-deadness; spontaneity; self-regula-
tion; full-functioning);
(6) richness; (differentiation, complexity; intricacy);
(7) simplicity; (honesty; nakedness; essentiality; 'abstract, essen-
tial, skeletal structure);
(8) beauty; (rightness; form; aliveness; simplicity; richness;
wholeness; perfection; completion; uniqueness; honesty);
(9) goodness; (rightness; desirability; oughtness; justice; benev-
olence; honesty);-
(10) uniqueness; (idiosyncrasy; individuality; non-comparability;
novelty);
(11) effortlessness; (ease; lack of ' strain, striving or difficulty;
grace; perfect, beautiful functioning);
(12) playfulness; (fun;, joy; amusement; gaiety; humor; exuber-
ance; effortlessness);
(13) truth; honesty; reality; (nakedness; simplicity; richness;
oughtness; beauty; pure, clean and unadulterated; complete-
ness; essentiality).
(14) self-sufficiency; (autonomy; independence; not-needing-other-
than-itself-in-order-to-be-itself; sel f-deter mining; environment-
~itrancendence; separateness; -living by its own,-laws).
'I'
lit
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us anything about statistics and probabilities and likelihood.
Th~ uation is about the same for self-actualizing people, as
Biipler justly emphasized.
Fertherm we should be careful to note that the tendency
to grow toward 1-humaAness and health is not the only tend-
76ef6to be found I the human being. As we have seen in
Chapter 4, in this same orson we can also find death-wishes,
teidencies to fear, defense regression, etc.
And yet, few in number th h they be, we can learn a
great deal about values from the t study of these highly
evolved, most mature, psychologically ealthiest individuals,
and from the study of the peak moments of rage individuals,
moments in which they become transiently self-a alized This
is because they are in very real empirical and theor al ways,
most fully human. For instance, they are people who h re-
tained and developed their human capacities, especially th
capacities which define the human being and differentiate him
from, let us say, the 'monkey. (This accords with Hartman's
(59) axiological approach to the same problem of defining the
good human being as the one who has more of the character-
istics which define the concept "human being.") From a de-
velopmental point of view, they are more fully evolved because
not fixated at immature or incomplete levels of growth. This is
no more mysterious, or a priori, or question begging than the
selection of a type specinen of butterfly by a taxonomist or the
most physically healthy young man by the physician. They both
look for the "perfect or mature or magnificent specimen" for
the exemplar, and so have I. One procedure is as repeatable in
principle as the other.
Full humanness can be defined not only in terms of the de-
gree to which the definition of the concept "human" is fulfilled,
i.e., the species norm. It also has a descriptive, cataloguing,
measurable, psychological definition. We now have from a few
research beginnings and from countless clinical experiences
some notion of the characteristics both of the fully evolved
-human being and of the well-growing human being. These char-
acteristics are not only neutrally describable; they are also sub-
Among the objectively describable and measurable character-
istics of the healthy human specimen are-
1 Clearer, more efficient perception of reality.
2. More openness to experience.
3. Increased integration, wholeness, and unity of the person.
4. Increased spontaneity, expressiveness; full functioning; alive-
ness.
5. A real self; a firm identity; autonomy, uniqueness.
6. Increased objectivity, detachment, transcendence of self.
7. Recovery of creativeness.
8. Ability to fuse concreteness and abstractness.
9. Democratic character structure.
10. Ability to love, etc.
i These all need research confirmation and exploration but it
is clear that such researches are feasible.
In addition, there are subjective confirmations or reinforce-
ents of self-actualization or of good growth toward it. These
ar e feelings of zest in living, -of happiness or euphoria, of
serenit of joy, of calmness, of responsibility, of confidence in
one's abili to handle stresses, anxieties, and problems. The
subjective sign f self-betrayal, of fixation, of regression, and
of living by fear her than by growth are such feelings as
anxiety, despair, bore , inability to enjoy, intrinsic guilt,
ntrinsic shame, aimlessne feelings of emptiness, of lack of
identity, etc.
These subjective reactions are o susceptible of research
exploration. We have clinical techniqu available for studying
them.
It is the free choices of such self-actualizing le (in those
situations where real choice is possible from amo a variety
of possibilities) that I claim can be descriptively stu 1 as a
naturalistic value system with which the hopes of the obse r
absolutely have nothing to do, i.e., it is "scientific." I do not
I.
I
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Appendix 2
The Boston Housing Study. Ch. IV (The Boston Ex-
periment and its Evaluation) from: Charles Tilly,
Joe R. Feagin, and Constance 'illiams, Rent jpe-
ments in Boston, Prepared on behalf of The Joint
Center for Urban Studies of H.I.T. and Earvard Uni-
versity, Damoridge, ass., October 1968.
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IV. THE BOSTON EXPERIMENT AND ITS EVALUATION
The Boston Program
The Boston rent-supplement program dealt with a common situation in what
may very well become a typical way. Of course, the designers of the program did not
realize how representative it would become when they were making their plans in 1963;
the deliberate linking of rent supplements, newly built middle-income housing, and
relocation of families displaced by renewal in the 1965 Housing Act hardly seemed likely
then. But the program's main features were prophetic:
1. The provision of housing for families displaced by public action, essentially
by urban renewal.
2. Large families, with incomes low enough to admit them to public housing,
and almost all Negro.
3. The use of rent supplements.
4. The dwellings to be a minority of the units in newly constructed middle-
income ~221 (d) (3) housing, built by limited-profit corporations.
5. Housing built on a renewal site, and consequently in or near the ghetto.
This combination of circumstances promises to be the most usual situation for the use of
rent supplements in big American cities over the next few years. Mainly by accident,
the BHA put together a prototype of a national program.
Let us look at those main features a little more closely. The BHA's commitment
to the government was actually to give priority to families displaced by renewal rather
than to restrict the rent supplements to them. With only forty rent supplements to offer,
and thousands of families being displaced, the distinction did not matter much. Again,
nothing in the formal language of the program singled out Negroes. If there had been
such a provision, many people would have considered it discriminatory. But the
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disproportionate poverty of Boston's Negroes, the locations of the new housing develop-
ments involved, and the geography of renewai in Boston combined to make it virtually
certain that most of the clientele would be Negroes.
The provisions that the families be large and have low incomes, on the other
end, figured explicitly in the plan. "Large" meant families requiring three or more
bedrooms 1 y public housing standards, which take the composition of the household
into account but rarely assign a three-bedroom unit to a family of fewer than five
persons). "Low income" meant one thing for admission to the program and another
thing for remaining in it. This little table summarizes the income limits in effect as
the program began:
INCOME LIMITS INCOME LIMITS
FOR ADMISSION TO THE PROGRAM FOR RETENTION
Families Displaced
Number of Persons by Renewal Others All Families
4 $4,750 $3,800 $5, 225
5-6 5,125 4,100 5,638
7 or more 5,500 4,400 6,050
Roughly speaking, then, the program excluded families earning more than $1,200.00 per
person per year; the larger the family, the lower the per-person limit. This meant that
it applied to families which would ordinarily have no chance of renting new housing
and little chance of renting standard housing, in the Boston market.
Tying the rent supplements to apartments in new middle-income developments also
added something to the Boston experiment. Three developments were involved. We
-ad iGu-00 toe imits for each iinor in the household.
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shall describe them later on. For the moment, the important things to know about them
are that they were all on the Washington Park renewal site (and were, in fact, the
first new housing to go up after clearance of the site); that they were sponsored by
organizations -- churches and a union -- strongly committed to that section of the city;
and that "middle-income" families were to occupy nine-tenths of the apartments. The
2ceilings on income for the larger families were:
4 persons $ 7,700.00
5-6 persons 8,850.00
7 or more 10,000.00
The rents of $85.00 to $147.00 per month made it almost impossible for a family with
less than $5,000.00 per year to get in. While there could be some overlap in aggregate
Income between the families in the rent-supplement program and their neighbors, they
were destined on the average to be significantly poorer than the rest.
The location of the three new developments on the renewal site -- two of them
in its heart, the other at its edge -- also placed them in the ghetto. Since It was
attractive housing, conveniently located for people working in central Boston, and
moderately priced, there was some chance that It would attract white newcomers to
the city or whites from elsewhere in the metropolitan area. Still, the location in the
ghetto, the deliberately nondiscriminatory rental policies, the pent-up demand for
good housing among Negro families, and the dievelopers' obligation to give preference to
2.The -limits ran about $500.00 lower in one of the developments, Charlame Park.
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families displaced by urban renewal all added up to a predominantly Negro group of
tenants. In fact, 400 (82 percent) of the first 464 families to move into the three
developments were Negro, and at least 15 more were interracial; turnover during the
first two years produced an even higher proportion of Negroes.
Finally, the location of the new housing meant that the area was already
familiar to most of the residents long before they moved in. They were not like new
suburbanites. Of course, the spanking-new buildings were unlike anything else in the
Washington Park area, and the wreckers had erased many of the old familiar sights.
But most of the new residents -- middle-income and low-income alike -- had lived
nearby and knew the lay of the land. In these respects, they had less to learn than the
average arrival in 'a newly built subdivision.
The greatest novelties the low-income families faced were new housing and an
exceptional social situation. We can sum up the unusual effects of the rent-supplement
program by saying that it provided new housing in the ghetto to large, poor, Negro
families, and gave them neighbors (including a small minority of middle-income whites)
who were substantially better off than they were. This combination of events has rarely
occurred before in the United States.
Many people had a part in the operation of the program. The Housing Authority
provided the original formal proposal, sought the federal funds, and set up an important
part of the administrative apparatus; but the working out of the plan, the selection of
the families, and the operation of the program took the cooperation of the developers of
the 221 (d) (3) housing, the Redevelopment Authority, and several other organizations.
To be more exact, the planning of the program required a whole series of
agreements between the Housing Authority and the developers; since they thought of the n
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rent-svpplement program as a way of meeting their relocation needs, officials of the
Redevelopment Authority were also very much involved. As it turned out, two main
points took a great deal of negotiating: the selection of the families, and the
provision of information for this evaluation. In the first case, the developers sought
guarantees that they would not have "problem" families on their hands to jeopardize the
success of their projects, the BHA sought guarantees that the families receiving rent-
supplements would receive equal treatment, and that they would be families normally
eligible for public housing, while the BRA sought a large say in the selection of the
families. The outcome, cumbersomely but no doubt predictably, was that all three
screened the applicants separately.
In principle, providing information for the evaluation presented no problem to
the BHA, worried the developers somewhat, and bothered the BRA officials a great
deal. The responsible BRA officials found our request for access to relocation records
hard to take; we gathered that the widespread past criticism of the BRA's relocation
efforts (some of the most pointed of which had come from members of our own organization,
the Joint Center for Urban Studies) made them reluctant to open the records to outsiders.
In fact, we never did get permission to study relocation records, although we were
eventually able to gain information about families likely to join the rent-supplement
program from BRA relocation workers.3 With this exception, however, the political
problems of getting access to information in the files of the organizations involved in
the rent-supplement program eventually came to look quite small compared to the
3. For this reason, we had to abandon our hope of making detailed comparisons between
the families in our study and all families displaced by the Washington Park renewal
program.
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practical difficulties of diverting to research needs the information-gathering routines
that the Housing Authority, the Redevelopment Authority, and the developers had set up
for administrative purposes.
Since there were two developers, three sponsors of developments, and numerous
organizations somehow involved, this planning and negotiation continued even after the
first families in the program entered their new housing in the summer of 1964. The
discussions went on most of the year.
Selection of the Families
By that time, the second main phase of the program's operation, the selection
of the families, was well underway. While there were many variations, the most common
sequence was for the BRA workers at the Washington Park site to propose families for
whose relocation they were responsible, for the BHA tenant selection officers to examine
the families' dossiers to determine their legal eligibility, then find out whether the
family was interested, next foward family and information to the developer for screening,
then complete the tedious verifications of eligibility through checks on income, previous
residence, and so on, and finally sign an agreement with the developer and arrange for
the moving of the family. The other common sequence was for the BHA's own tenant
selection office to spot an applicant for public housing who had been displaced by urban
renewal, and then to move on as before. In a few other cases, the developer himself
received an application from a prospective tenant whose Income was low enough to make
him eligible for a rent supplement and therefore contacted the BHA.
This description deals with the selection process from a bureaucratic viewpoint.
From the point of view of the family, it was more like this: at some point in a search
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for housing they had already begun, someone (most likely a BRA relocation worker,
a BHA tenant selection off iceror the person taking applications for one of the developers)
suggested the rent-supplement program, and they expressed interest. They were soon
subjected to a series of interviews in various offices, then experienced several months
of uncertainty while they received fragmentary information about their own eligibility,
about available apartments, about moving dates and many other crucial items, and
finally went through a great rush as they got final word and prepared to move.
From either perspective, there was clearly little opportunity for families
deliberately to seek out the rent-supplement program, but a great deal of opportunity
for the agencies involved to block a given family from entering it. Although the
interests and criteria of the three veto-holders differed, the net effect was surely
to shunt aside "risky" or "undesirable" families.
This process of selection was going on actively from June of 1964, when the
first prospects for subsidized apartments in the small development called Marksdale
Gardens signed up, to June of 1965, when the last tenant to receive a rent supplement
while living in the large development called Academy Homes was selected. The third
phase -- the operation of the rent supplements themselves -- began shortly after. The
first families in the program moved into Marksdale Gardens in August 1964. The last
of the forty-family contingent was not settled in new housing until October 1965.
This third, administrative, phase of the program chiefly involved the Housing
Authority and the managers of the new housing. But there were others. Action for
Boston Community Development, an organization set up to work closely with the BRA
on the "human problems of urban renewal, " set up a special office with caseworkers
and volunteers assigned to help the families in the new developments. They emphasized
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housekeeping problems, and referred other difficulties to a wide range of specialized
agencies. The BRA's Washington Park Multi-Service Center likewise had caseworkers
in the new developments. Members of both these agencies, for example, entered the
operation of the rent-supplement program as informants-nd mediators in 1966, when
the manager of one of the developments decided to evict three of the families in the
program for "bad housekeeping" and a variety of other offenses. But for most of the
families the operation of this phase of the rent-supplement program was invisible. It
consisted simply of the BHA sending a monthly check to the property manager, covering
the difference between the stated rent of the apartment the family occupied and the
amount they themselves paid the manager, which was, of course, the amount they had
paid in public housing.
Our Observation
Our last contacts with tho families came in June 1966, so for our purposes the
third phase ended then. We might summarize the schedule as follows:
Phase I Planning and Negotiation all of 1964
Phase 11 Selection of Tenants June 1964 to June 1965
Phase Ill Administration of Program August 1964 to June 1966
Since we did not begin work until June 1964, we missed an important part of the planning
and negotiation. Our evaluation covers the two years from then until June 1966.
As is all too often the case, the evaluation plan we had in mind at the start
turned out to be impossible to achieve. It centered on two features: the comparison of
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matched samples and the gathering of information from each family through a series of
interviews bracketing their move. The matched.-sample design called for the comparison
of the forty families in the rent-supplement program with forty similar families in each
of the following categories:
"Middle Income": other families moving into the same middle-income
developments at the same time, similar in age and size, but not receiv-
ing rent supplements.
"Public Housing": other families moving into public housing at the same
time.
"Private Market": other families finding housing in the private mcrket
at the same time.
From each of these categories we planned to select one family matched with
each of the forty in the rent-supplement program. They were to be similar in terms of
color, size, composition, time of move into new housing, area of the city moved from,
and (except for the middle-income group) income.
The interview plan divided the families into three groups, depending on when they
were expected to move:
Group A consisted of 7 families expected to move into Mcrksdale
Gardens in the late Spring of 1964, plus 21 other families (in three
groups of 7 each) matched with them; we planned to interview them
about six weeks after the move and again six months later.4
4. When the BHA invited us to undertake the evaluation, the organization of the rent-
supplement program and the construction of the new housing were already well advanced.
It seemed likely that families would be moving in within a few weeks, too soon for us to
organize interviews. The unanticipated delays in construction and administration so
familiar to people in housing programs, however, actually gave us time to see the first
group of families before they moved.
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Group B consisted of 15 families entering Marksdale Gardens and
Charlame Park in Fall and Winter 1964, plus 45 families matched with
them; we planned to interview them about six weeks before moving,
about six weeks after moving, and again six months later.
. Group C consisted of 18 families scheduled to move into Academy Homes
in the Spring of 1965, plus 54 families matched with them; we planned
to interview them about six weeks before moving and about six weeks
after moving.
This made a total of 380 interviews for 160 families.
In addition to this central interviewing program, we planned to talk to many
workers in organizations coming into contact with the rent-supplement program in one
way or another, to interview a number of local leaders in Roxbury, to keep in touch
informally with some families in the new developments to watch the BHA's administration
of the program from day to day, to extract information about the families in our survey
from such records as public housing application files, and to assemble background data
concerning the housing situation of Boston's large, low-income Negro families from other
agencies and from published sources.
In principle, the plan for multiple interviews with matched samples is very
attractive. The easier and more common procedure of interviewing representative
samples of residents in each of several different kinds of housing after they have moved
in leaves great doubt as to how much of the difference between one housing group and
another is due to the selection of types of people who were already distinct before they
moved in, and how much of what people say In retrospect about the old neighborhood
really reflects their experience in the new one. The multiple-interview-matched-sample
design reduces those doubts. But it rests, as we learned to our chagrin, on several
risky assumptions:
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1. That the investigator is able, well in advance, to identify and
describe the people in the group with which the others are to be
matched.
2. That somewhere in each population from which the matching
groups are to come there will be at least one family similar to each
family in the group with which the others are to be matched.
3. That the investigator Is able to identify and describe those people
well in advance.
4. That he knows when all the families will move.
Every one of these assumptions turned out to be partly wrong.
Because of the complicated selection process we have already described, it
often happened that no one knew whether a given family would be in the rent-supplement
program until two or three weeks before they moved Into their new housing. This
often occurred at a moment when there was no middle-income family with similar
characteristics left to move into the same development. Furthermore, the waiting time
for frge apartments in public housing was so great that while there were plenty of
similar families on the waiting list, very often none of them reached the head of the
list within a month or so of the rent-supplement program.
The BRA's refusal to let us work directly with relocation records and the highly
decentralized operation of its Washington Park relocation office both made it very hard
to identify and describe families displaced by urban renewal who were about to move into
the private market. Finally, in the BHA's tenant selection office and elsewhere, we
discovered that the best-informed officials could rarely predict moving dates with a
margin of error of less than a month.
This last difficulty created a class of respondents we had not planned for and did
not really want: the nonmovers. They were the families who were identified as
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"cbout to move" at some point in the study, who were chosen to match one of the
families in the rent-supplement program, and who were still in their old dwellings when
the study ended. There were 34 of them, most of them originally identified by the BHA's
tenant selection office as about to move into public housing.5 The second largest group
were looking for housing In the private market with BRA help. Those immobile families
provided a new kind of control. Their experiences offered some lessons about the
consequences of renewal and relocation -- or rather nonrelocation -- we would not
otherwise have had. Nevertheless, their loss seriously depleted our"public housing"
and "private mover" categories. So the painfully short supply of large units in public
housing and of adequate housing in the private market hurt our respondents and our
study at the same time.
One more assumption which caused trouble was that the developers and the BHA
would keep to the original schedule. We con point up the optimism of that assumption
by laying out the expected and actual moving dates of the three main groups:
Group Expected to Move In Actually Moved In
A Late Spring 1964 August 1964
B Fall and Winter 1964 January-June 1965
C Spring 1965 July-October 1965
5. The tenant selection office sent us capsule descriptions of each family assigned to a
project as the assignments were made and the records sent to the project office. At
that time they made the assignments to projects on the basis of probable, not actual,
vacancies, in order to make it easier for managers to fill vacancies quickly. Their
system also gave more discretion to the managers, and more uncertainty to the tenant
selection officers.
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With unlimited time and funds, this average delay of about four months would not have
been serious. We had neither the funds nor the personnel to keep our research organiza-
tion going past mid-summer 1966, so the delay meant curtailing the work originally
planned. The most important loss was the dropping of the third interview for about
forty of the roughly ninety families with whom we had planned to do the full set of
three. More precisely, we completed the relatively brief interview intended for six
weeks after the move (but actually dragging on in some cases to three or four months
after) with the 52 families in the entire sample who had moved by the end of March 1965,
and later interviewed all but two of them again at greater length. The families who
moved later were only interviewed twice, and at length: before and after the move.
We offer these details not as excuses, but as explanations for some of our
departures from the original design, and as warnings to other evaluators who face the
same situation. 6 Although at times we felt mightily frustrated by the obstacles to the
needs of research posed by the people and the procedures of the agencies we were working
with, ultimately it was not their inefficiency but our optimistic assumptions that brought
us into difficulty. Even a highly efficient use of the available information on potential
respondents would have left our design in trouble.
Our largest error was no doubt to assume that the information was there,
accessible, in usable form. In large operating agencies like the BHA and the BRA, the
kind of continuous and systematic information which lends itself to an estimate of the
effects of a given program almost never accumulates in central files, the personnel have
6. For a more general discussion of the problems of evaluation research, see Howard E.
Freeman and Clarence C. Sherwood, "Research in Large-Scale Intervention Programs,"
Journal of Social issues, 21 (No. 1, 1965) 11-28.
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little interest or skill in collecting or communicating that sort of information, and long
experience with the use of information as a political weapon breeds widespread-
resistance to the communication of operating information. Asking for predictions of
events over which the agency has only partial control simply adds to the difficultes.
The investigator who wants to win out over these difficulties has three main choices:
collect his own information independently, figure out a way to use information already
being generated within the organization without insisting on new procedures, cr take
part himself in the planning and the operation of the organization (or perhaps of the
particular program under scrutiny).
Our responses combined all three of these tactics with some changes in the
design of the evaluation!. Although they consumed a large part of our energy for two
years, the various stratagems we used to assemble advance information about potential
respondents are too various, too local in application, and too boring to impose on our
readers. The only one that needs mentioning is our practice of interviewing "on
speculation." As one pool or another of potential matching families (for example,
niddle-income families moving into one of the new developments) began to dry up
before we knew who the corresponding families in the rent-supplement program would be,
we interviewed as many as possible of the families in that pool who were likely to be
similar to the rent-supplement families finally chosen. This meant, of course, wasting
a good many interviews; the alternative was to lose all chance of matching.
Our Analysis
So much for what we did not do. What we did was to hold on to the basic plan,
accept a looser form of matching than we had hoped for, cut down on some of the
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families who were meant to have three regular interviews and conduct only two with
them, add premove interviews with the first group of respondents, add a special set
of about 60 brief follow-up interviews with families in the rent-supplement program and
their middle-income neighbors, and conduct the supplementary gathering of data more
or less as planned.
A compact tabulation will sum up the interviews:
Long Interviews Short Follow-
Shortly Before Short Interviews Long Interviews Ups May and
Category Moving Soon After Moving Some Time Later June 1966
Families in
the rent-
supplement 40 12 40 29
program
Families moving
into public 33 9 31 0
housing
Families moving
in the private 17 3 17 .0
market
Families waiting
to move 34 7 24 0
Middle-income
families moving 58 21 50 32
into 221 (d) (3)
Totals 182 52 162 . 61
7. There were 182 households altogether, of whom 18 were only interviewed before the
move, 2 at the first and second phases only, 112 at the first and third phases only, and
50 at all three phases. Eight of the 61 families in the follow-up had never been inter-
viewed before. In the case of the nonmovers, "after moving" simply means at the time
when their counterparts in the rent-supplement program were re-interviewed.
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Out of the 1M2 households interviewed at least once before the June 196 follow-ups,
there are only five sets of families satisfactorily matched across all four basic categories
-- instead of the forty originally planned. Because of the small number of families
who actually found housing in the private market, even the pairing of categories instead
of taking them four at a time provides only 17 matches in one important group of compari-
sons.
Fortunately, the general procedure for selecting the sample made the aggregate
characteristics of the major categories of respondents ciuite similar to each other, and
thus provided a crude match. We have, that is, approximately the same samps we
would have assembled if our plan had simply been to draw from each of the pools
(people currently moving into public housing, people currently moving in the private
market, people entering the 221 (d) (3) projects) oil the large Families displaced by urban
renewal. In most of our later comparisons, we have fallen back on that crude matching
of the major categories in order to be able to examine more cases than the family-by-
family matching would permit. Furthermore, we have restricted many of the comparisons
to the set of 120 Negro families for whom we have satisfactory before-and-after inter-
views, because we have greater confidence in their comparability than in the case of
the white and interracial 'amilies. We have tried, however, to be sure that any
results to which we attach particular importance show up in both the crude comparisons
and the fine ones.
By taking this tack, we have reluctantly sacrificed statistical purity,but we have
gained one small bonus: the ability to compare the original four sets of movers with
the important group of respondents we did not expect to have, those who did not move at
all. In some respects, as we shall show later on, they were the greatest victims of
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clearance and relocation.
Ve have already discussed the objectives of our evaluation in general terms.
They were to assess the effectiveness of the Boston rent-supplement program with
particular emphasis on what the families in the program experienced as compared with
similar families taking the other main housing alternatives open to them; to judge in more
gieneral terms the utility of rent supplements as part of public policy for housing in
Boston and elsewhere; to learn how low-income and middle-income families respond to
living as neighbors in similar housing; to gain a clearer understanding of just what
barriers and alternatives poor Negro families in big cities face in their search for
housing; to examine the impact of relocation (and of relocation into substantially
different sorts or neighborhoods) on the social lives of poor families; and to add to
available systematic knowledge of the character of social life in working-class Negro
neighborhoods.
With respect to housing, public policy, and the operation of the Boston demon-
stration program, the BHA and the federal government had a more specific but no less
ambitious set of questions in mind. They asked us to gather evidence on the following
matters:8
1) The development of methods and procedures and administrative forms and
records;
2) The costs per unit of demonstration housing as compared to regular public
housing costs;
8. This is a direct quotation from the BHA proposal to the Housing and Home Finance
Agency.
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3) The effectiveness with which the inventory of housing can be expanded
by the proposed methods;
4) The degree of acceptance, particularly by neighbors paying full economic
rents in the housing developments, of low-income families assisted by rent
subsidy in non-public housing environments;
5) The effects of different housing accommodations on the social adjustments of
low-income families;
6) The quality of household maintenance under the varying housing methods;
7) Rent-paying patterns and relationship to types of housing; and
r) Other differences in pertinent aspects of living a) in private housing with
rental assistance, b) in public housing, and c) in private housing without
rent supplementation, that will reflect on the relative merits of the three
housing methods.
Ve have some evidence on all these points, and more. The remaining chapters present
and assess the evidence. Chapter 5 describes the people who entered the rent-
supplement program and the new housing developments they moved into, and offers
some preliminary comparisons between them and the other groups of people we followed.
Chapters 6 and 7 study the impact of the move and of the new location on the different
groups of movers, as well as the relations between middle-income and low-income
neighbors. Chapter 8 broadens the inquiry to the administration of the rent-supplement
program, its impact on the public and on the housing market, its costs and benefits as
public policy. Chapter 9, finally, summarizes the findings and presents our conclusions
and recommendations systematically.
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Appendix 3
Boston Housing STudy, Questionnaire Administered
at t, (Aug. 1964 - July 1965).
Interview number
FOR URBAN STUDIES OF THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY AND HARVARD UNIVERSITY
66 Church Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138 * UNiversity 4-8060
F'C Ly NO. _
W NO.
STUDY OF HOUSING 8-64
Name of Head of Household
Address
t 4tct Outcome
Da~n e on .
-1 67 -
Interviewer
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ITTERVIE . SCHEDULE
H1. First I would like to get a fe,*r facts about you and your family, so that
I can have a picture of your present farmi.y situation -- things like the
nanes, ages, and so forth, o. each member of the family.
(LIST FAMI:T -A&BERS A FOLLOI3:
RESPONDENT
sPo U1SE
CILDREN
OTHER REIATIVES OR EOARDERS IN THE HOUSEHOLD)
1H k
Cor -
. 0
ri -4r
4-3 -HD
C
- - - - -- -1 --- - - - - ~ sp-
430
Co
0
0d
t S J-
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HOU SIN3
Now, I have a feu questions about housing.
H2. When did you dove into this place? month year
H3. Do you own this place, rent, or what? /wn
ffith friends or elatsti f
H4. How many rooms do you have?
LV~7 -entfI n L i ~
Other, SECIFY
(Circle) 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10+
H5. How much do
you pay a
month?
(a) IF OTh
BUTI13
JAPIITOR
Do you have any other regular expenses
for housing? /yes
IF YES: la. What is that?
1b. How much is that?
IF
R&a.TIi3/
OTHER,
1. Is that furnished or unfurnished?
2. Does that include heat? L§7 =yes
IF 10: 2a. Hou much is that?
3. Does that include gas and electricity?
/gI f Lno aj s i ~fl9e1ej
IF NO: 3a. How much is that?
4. When things ro wrong around this place,
hou trell does the landlord (manager)
take care of repairs?
Kes care o1 al] kes care of some/ does litite
/does nothing] /dot knoTI Lnt 'licab
(b)
17o
H6. How did you find this place? /Real aan n"ispa d
Other, SPCIFY - - -
H?. Hor long did you look before you found this place?
/-eek or less/
/year or more7
2-4 e ks /5eeks- 6 montihs7
/don't know/ Other, SPECIFY
H8. Did you look at any other places before you moved into this one?
es|LJ -
IF YES:
H9. Are you
IF YES:
BE SURE TO.
GET EXACT
ADDRESS
H8a. How many? (CIRCLE) 1 2 3 4 5 6-10 11 or more
H8b. How did you find out about those places (that place)?
Did any agencies or organizations help you look?
11c. Why did you choose this place instead of the other(s)?
looking for another place now? es =
Other: SPECIFY
J9a. Hor ;iany places have you looked at?
(CIRCLS) 0 1 2 3 4 5 6-10 11 or more
119b. Have any agencies or organizations helped you look?
IF Y23: H9c. "hich ones?
H9d Have you decided on a place yet ? yzes/Inof
IF YES:. Where is that?
7-12 months/
I' ,
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H10. What do you- think most people would say about the way this neighborhood
looks in general? Would they call it very nice, fairly nice, nothing
special, fairly bad, or very bad?
ery nice! /airly nie /nothin special/ f a bad 1ve ad
Idon'1t Lorj
Hi . What do you think mo st people would say about the way this buildin
looks on the outside?
V ri nice fairly nice/ nothingspecial/ bad /ver bad
/don't kn1ol/
H12. Would you say you like this place very much, fairly well, all right,
not too well, or not at all?
-very much/ fairly well! lriht /not too well! / a ll
Idon't cnow
H13. Do you expect to be living in this apartment (house) five years from
now?
yie-s/ E /uncertain.
IF YES/UIC MTAI: IF 110
H13a. If you ever had to move from H13b. When you move, what
this area, what things around thin y around here i
here would you miss especially. you miss especially?
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H14. Braintree
Brookline
Cambridge
Framingham
Jamaica Plain
Lexington
Malden-
Newton
Watertown
CLa. racial group
the work he does
having a lot of
friends
his wages or
income
his education
the lightness of
his skin
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H1 4. Here is a list of several parts of the Boston area (HAUD CARD TO
RESO-DENT). Just assune you could find a place you liked for a
reasonable amoqunt of money in any one of them. Which one would you
like to live in most? Which one next? Next? Which one least?(CHEcI BELO f)
RAN~K
1 2 LEAST COM ITS
Braintree
Brookline
Cambrid-e
Framingha_
Jamaica Plain
Lexington
Walden
-eton
LWatertol-m
1115. Where was the last place you lived before
Ji-B3R AND STREET: OUT3ID2 OF BOSTON, 'ET
30 BACK TO 1 JANUARY, 1959.)
this one? (IN BOSTON, JET
LOCATION WITHIUI STATE.
From when "Mas it a
to when
-Last place (Dates) HouseApt. .ny did you move from there
From
To
. Where did you live From
before that?
To
3. Where did you live From
before that?
Tio
4 Were did you livo
before that?
TO
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From when Uas it a
to when
Last place (Dates) HouseApt. Why did you move from there
5. 'Were did you live From
before that?
TO
6. Where did you live From
before that?
TO
7. Where did you live From
before that?
TO
(IF RESPOUDEIT BORN OUTSID3 BOSTOW AID 1/1/59 ADDRESS IN BOSTON AREA)
HI5a. Men did you first come to the Boston Area? month year
NEDIBORHOOD
Now, I would like to ask you a few questions about this community:
Nia. Do you think of this area where. you live as a neighborhood?
/es/ / /not sure!
b. Why?
N2. If someone asked you what part of Boston you lived in, what would you
say?
/nirtkxri/ no name/ Other: SPEIFY
N3a. If you had to give someone directions to your house, what places,
streets, or buildin-,s would you use as landmarks?
-p6'-
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N3b. Are there any streets or buildings trhich you think of as boundaries of
this area?
14. Now I'mn goin to read a list of things people sometimes think about when
they move, and I'd like you to tell me whether you like this place better
than the last place you lived, or don't like it as much, or think that
there's not much difference, on each item. (PUT A CLICK II THE PROPZR
SPACZ.)
Compared to the last place you lived, Like it Don't like Not much
do you like better, worse or the same: Better it as much Difference
a. the size of this place
b. the outside of the building
c. the amount of rent you pay
d. amount of space you have to invite
your friends over
e. amount of space you have to be by
yourself when you want to
fe, as a place to bring up children
g. grocery stores
h. nearness to public transportation
i. nearness to your church
j. places to go for entertainment
k. schools
1. the class of people who live near you
m. the safety of the street
n. the quietness of the street.
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N5a. When you moved into this area, hor hard did you find it to get settled?
/very easy/ /just like any other place/ /hard /very hardF
b. Why was that?
N6. How many of the names of your neighbors do you know?
nne one or two/ /three to five! x or mor/
N7. How many of your neighbors' apartments (or homes) have you been in during
the last six months?
/n//one or w7 /three to five/
N8. How many of your neighbors do you talk with often?
/none //one or to/ /three tove/ /six or more/
N9. Now, about your friends, Who is the friend you get together with most
often? Where does he (she) live? How often do you get together with
him (her)? Is there anyone else you see often? Where does he (she)
live? How often do you get together with him (her)? (REPEAT UNTIL
RESPOUDINT STOPS HAIUaIG.)
Friend Residence Frequency
I
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N10. Do you or anybody else in the household have any close relatives (like
parents, uncles, cousins) in the Boston Area?
IF YES: Who are they? Where do they live? How often do you see
(ASK FOR INFORiIATION ON EACH HOUSEHOLD OF RELATIVES.)
them?
Relationship Residence How often do you see them?
Some people say urban renewal has been good for this area and some say it has
been bad.
%111. In general, would you say that this area is better off because of urban
renewal, worse off because of it, or that it really doesn't make much
difference?
/better off/ /not much difference!
Comments:
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N12. What do you think are the best things urban renewal has done for the
people around here? (DO NOT RFAD BO.ES)
torn dowm bad housin up better housinZI removed undesirable
Other, SPECIFY
Ni13. W1hat do you think are the worst things urban renewal has done to the
people around here? (DO NOT RFD BOXES)
forced people to mov started another slum new housing too
expensive
Other, SPECIFY:
STATUS AND ASPIPATIONS
(IF C011UIITY IS HOT ROXBURY, INSERT THE APROPRIATE COiG4UNITY NAIE, SUCH AS
CAiBRID33 , TC.)
C1. Some people like to think about others according to which class they are
in. Even though you and I may not think of people this way, in. which
class would you say that most people in Roxbury fit?
(IF RESPONDENT IS UU1ABLE TO RES20H17D OR USES DIFFERENT CATE30RIES, SAY:
the ones I have listed are lower class, working class, middle class
and upper class. IF RESPOI1DE!T SAYS "DOUI' T KNION" OR "ALL CLASSES"
PROBE: Which one of them would most people in Roxbury fit into best?)
/lower class/ /working class Middle class /upper class7
ldon't know! Other SPECIFY
C2. And in which class would you say most people in your present neighborhood
fit? (USE IU3TRUCTIOIIS ABOVE IF NECESSARY.)
lower class/ /working class/ iddle class /upper class/ I
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C3. In which class would you say that most people in your old neighborhood
(last address) fit? (US: IUSTRUCTIOUS ABOVE IF U2CES3ARY.)
/loer class/ oringclas/ /middle class/ /upper class/
C4. And how about yourself, if you were fitting yourself into one of these
classes that some people talk about: where would you put yourself?
(USE INSTRUCTIONS ABOVE IF Hi"CE3ARIY.)
lower class/ rkingI class/ /up class
C5a. TWould you now tell me which of the following things is the most important
in deciding the social standing of a person in this community?
(SHOW CARD TO RE:SPONDENT)
don'iknow/ /depends on person/ /rejects class/
HOST NZ. LEAST
1. racial group
2. the work he does
3. having a lot of friends
4. his wages or income
5. his education
6. the lightness of his skin
b. Which of these is the next most important?
CHECX ABOVE UDER HEADING "EXT".)
c. And which of these is the least important?
AND CHECK UNDR HEADING "LEA ST".)
C6a. Is there any group of people arouid here who
themselves as better than their neighbors?
(READ ALTERNATIVES AND
(READ ALTENATIVES AGAIN
"stick together" and see
ei S Z do-nT k now 1r
b. IF YES: Who are they?
c. IF YES: Where do they live?
d. IF YES: Why do you think they act that way?
- 1-
/Ti(/
alij
18o
Now then, let me ask you a few questions about your family and your children.
07. What was the last grade in school which your mother completed?
C8. What kind of work was she doing when you were about sixteen?
C9. What was the last grade in school which your father -copleted?
C10. Did your father live with you when you were growing up? os f6
C11 . What kind of work was he doing when you were about sixteen?
C12. What kind of work did your father s father do?
(CHECK PA 1 FOR LAST GRADE COMP2LETED 3Y RESPONDEIT.)
Cl3a. I see from what you told me earlier that you completed the -grade.
Did you want more schooling at the time you left school?
b. IF YES: What kept you from getting more schooling?
Cl4a. (FOR RSPONDATS WITH CHILDREH)
(1) Through what grade do you want to send your children?
(2) Hou good are the chances for sending your children through that
grade?
oT/por/very poor//fairly good/ 7
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(3) Dc you want you children's lives to be different from your own?
Would you say their lives should be different in many ways, different
in just a few ways, or not different at all?
/in Manyaysl /in a few ways/ /not at all/
(4) What is the most important' way in which you would like your children
lives to be different from your own life?
C14b. (FOR RESPONDENTS WITHOUT CHILDREN)
(1) If you had children of your own, through what grade would you want
to send them?
C1 5a. Now I would like to ask you about a certain situation:
Suppose a boy of seventeen is doing very well in school and would be
able to go to college on a scholarship. But, if he goes to college,
it will mean leaving most of his buddies and not seeing his family
very often. What will he probably do? (NOTE TO INTERVIEWER: IF
RESPONDENT DOES NOT SIVE A CLEAR ANSJWER OF "HE'LL DO THIS OR THAT,
THAT IS, IF RESPONDENT SAYS "HE HAS TO MAKE UP HIS OWN MIND" OR
"HE SHOULD DO . . . ", ASK A3AIN: NHAT W1ILL HE HOST LIKELY DO?)
b. Why do you say that?
C16. Just suppose you could afford to live anywhere you wanted to. I'll
read you a list of places, and then ask you to tell me whether you'd
like to live there, or not like to live there, or whether it wouldn' t
make much difference to you. (RESPONDENT 4AY CHECK LAST COLUiN AS
WELL AS PREFERENCE COLUMNS.)
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If you had a completely free choice, would you like to live in:
Not Not much It Depends ARITE
Like to Like to Difference IN QUALIFICATION)
a. an partment in Roxbury
b. an apartment somewhere
else in the city-
e. a public housing
development
d. an apartment in the
suburbs
e. one of the new housing
developments in Roxbury
like Marksdale Gardens
f. a house in Roxbury
g. a house somewhere else
in the city
h. a house in the suburbs
i. in the country
PERSONAL INVENTORY
Al. Statements are often made about life in general. Would you tell me if
you strongly agree, tend to agree, tend to disagree, or strongly
disagree with the following: (GIVE CARD TO RESPONDENT)
(NOTE: PUT A CHECK IN THE APPROPRIAT'E COUTiIN) S::0
CD
CD
0
0 0
0
Ct
'1O
QH
a. No matter how hard you try, there's not much you
can do to make a real change for the better.
b. It's better to look on the bright side of things
and not to be blue all the time.
a* Sometimes I feel uneasy and sort of afraid
without knowing exactly why.
d. Things rill get better only if you actually get
out and do something to make them better.
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oCD 0 . P 0 0
C+ 'C+ PtO
0 D0 CD
It's hardly fair to bring a child into the world
the way things look for the future.
f. Children should be spanked when they do something
wrong.
g. Children who ask should be taught about sex at an
early age.
A2. Here are some statements about intergroup relations. !ould you please
tell me if you strongly agree, tend to agree, tend to disagree, or
strongly disagree, as I read each statement to youT (3IVE CARD TO
RESPONDNT; IF RESPONDE1T ONLY SAYS "AJREE" OR "DISAJREE", ASK HL
(OR HE) TO ?ICKC ON3 OF THE FOUR ALTERNATIVES ON THE CARD.)
(BE SURE TO STRSS UNDERLINED WORDS, SUCH AS NCT.)
0 C
H 0 0
o.
a. Young people should be allowed to marry whomever
they want, regardless of race.
b. Integration is moving too fast in this country.
c. Most Negroes think more of themselves since the
African countries became independent.
d. It is all right for some liegroes to do loud and
noisy singing in church.
e. Negroes are always shouting about their rights,
but they do not have much to offer the country.
Lower class Negroes should be allowed to live in
this neighborhood.
g. Whites should be forced if necessary, to give
Negroes equal rights.
h. Negroes should not have their own special magazines
like Ebony and Jet.
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but- iiis ral thi ow aul
equal rights.
k. A light Negro has a right to pass for white.--
1. If Negroes push too hard for their rights, they
may lose what they have gained so far.
m. Negroes are a lot better off today than they were
five years ago.
n. White women should not date Negro men.
o. It is all right for Negroes to be loud and noisy
around white people.
p. Roxbury's schools need tobe made better before
we worry about integrating them.
q. Negroes should not go into stores where they know
they are not wanted.
(NOTE TO INTERVIEWR: ASK FOLLOWING ITEMS ONLY TO NEaRO RESPONDENTS.)
r. If you don't have to, it is a good thing not to
have too much contact with white people.
s. I feel that discrimination has hurt me personally.
t. I like to be called a 'Negro.
u. I would like to get even with the white man for
some of the things he has done to Negroes.
v. Sometimes, I hate white people.
w. Negroes should sing the old spirituals.
x. It is a good idea to trade in colored stores when
you can.
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y. The trouble with most white people is that they
think they are better than other people.
Z. Sometimes, I dislike being a Negro.
aa. Light-skinned Negro women have an easier time in
getting Negro men to date them.
A3. Would you prefer to live in a neighborhood where almost everyone is a
Negro, almost everyone is white, or in a mixed neighborhood?
/all Negro /all white!/mie /imkes no difference
(NOTE TO INTERVIEdIER: IN ITEMS A4-A8 READ "WHITE" IF RESPONDENT IS NEGRO;
READ "NEGRO" IF RESPONDENT IS 'HITE.)
A4a. Now I would like .to ask about your school years. Did you ever go to
school-with (white, negro) children?
b. IF YES: About how many of the students in the elementary school which
you attended were (white, Negro)? Would you say a few, more
than a few but less than half, or more than half?
=none/ /more than a few but less than half more than hal
Other, SPECIFY
(ASK A5 ONLY OF RESPONDE N-S 1ITH CHILDREN)
A5. About how many of the students which your oldest child now goes to school
with are (white, Negro)? Would you say a few, more than a few but less
than half, or more than half?
none/ /ore than a few but less than half /more than hal
Other, SPECIFY
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A6. (NOTE. IF RESPONDENT IS A HOUSiIFE, INSER.T "YOUR HUSBAND WORKS 11 FOR
"YOU WORK" I THE FOILOW'ING QUESTION.)
About how many of the people you (your husband) work with are (white,
Negro)? Would you say a few, more than a few but less than half, or
more than half?
noneJ /ae more than a few but less than hal7 more than half/
Other, SPECIFY
A7. How often do (white, Negro) people visit in your home socially?
/once a week or more once or twice a month/ /every few months
once or twice a year/ /evj/
Other, SPECIFY
A8. Now I would like to know your personal feelings about the following
situations.
Do you think you would find it a little unpleasant:
a. to eat at the same table with a (white, Negro) person?
b. to dance with a (white, Negro) person?
c. to go to a party where most of the people are
(white, Ne ;ro)?
d. to have a (white, Negro) person for your very best
friend?
e. to have a (white, Negro) per son marry someone in your
family?
f. to belong to a social club most members of which were
(white, Negro)?
A9. What organizations in
Negro?
ye s Eo
/ .esl =no
es/ /L=no
Boston do you feel have done the most for the
/ ko/AACP/ [ / Others, SPECIFY/don'It know-/
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Al0. -hat kind of Negro leader do you admire most: one who constantly fights
for civil rights of Negroes or one who disregards the race problem and
works on general improvements that benefit the Negro comunity?
lone who fights for riahts /one who works on community improvement
.neither/ both equally
(ASK ITEMS A 11 - A 15 ONLY OF NEGRO RESPONDENTS.)
Alla. When was the last time you were reminded of your color? (GET SPECIFIC
ANSwE.)
b. What happened?
A12. Are you proud to be a "Negro"?
Why is that?
A13. How often do you read Negro miaLazines: would you say every week, most
weeks, only occasionally, or not at all?
/every week/ /Fmost weeks! /occasionally /not at all/
A1.. Do you think the Negro magazines try too hard or not hard enough to
make Negroes want to fight for their rights?
[too hard/ /about right/ /not hard enough/
Other, SPECIFY 
_
-I -
/don'It know/
/)res/ d o qn t know/
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A 15. (NOTE: IF RESPONDENT DOES NOT LIVE IN ROXBTJRY, INSERT APPROPRIATE
COMNITY NAME IN FOLLJINM QUESTION.)
Which of these two people do you think you have more in common to talk
about with? A white person who lives in Roxbury, or a Negro person
who lives in, say, Washington, D. C.
/white person here/
PARTICIPATION
P1. Now I would like to know about some of your activities. Will you please
tell me the names of the groups or organizations you belong to or attend.
(AFTER EACH JROUP OR ORGANIZATION IS NAMED, ASK QUESTIONS a-d IN ORDER.
ASK FOR EACH TYPE OF ORGANIZATION IN TURN.)
Type of
Organization
Are you a
member?
How often
do you
attend?
(b)
Do you
contribute?
Are you an officer or
committee member?
(d)
Religious (DO 1N1O
ASK DENOiNTION)
Civic
B.siness, Union,
or Professional
Social or
Recreational
[T-egro in W,-ashing-ton/'
a)
(c 
)
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P2. Rave you, or has anyone
the following places in
HAVING CONTACT.)
a. Boston City Hospital
b. Norfolk House
c. Blue Hill Protestant Center
d. Charles Street Church
e. Boston Public Library
f. Freedom House
g. Roxbury Boy' s Club
h. St. Mark's Social Center
else in your family, had much
the last year? (IN EACH CASE
ResDondent Spouse Children
to do with any of
NOTE ALL PERSONS
Other
(SPECIFY) None
P3. If you needed advice on a serious financial problem, what would you do?
don't know/ /handle it myself/ see afiend/ searelative/
nihbr /social agency official/ /le/ /gious officl
political official/ /bank/ Loan Compny/ /printed source/
Other, SPECIFY
P4. Have you voted in a local or national election in the last four years?
/es =no
P5. Now then, I would like to ask you about statements that some people make;
please tell whether you strongly agree with them, tend to agree, tend to
disagree, or strongly disagrees. (SHOW CARD WITH RESPONSES)
0 0
a. America is truly a land of opportunity and anyone
can get ahead if he works hard enough.
0 D0
P) 0)
Oj, ts-
b. The federal g7overnment should see to it that every
person has a decent and steady job.
-- J
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c. Government medical care for poor and aged American
citizens would be a good thing.-
d. People rho are communists should not be allowed to
speak at schools and clubs.
e. The U.S. government should quit meddling with the
affairs of foreign countries and tend to its own.
problems at home.
f. Most politicians really do not care about me and
my family.
g. Security is wrhat I want most out of a job.
P6. Now I'd like to get an idea of your activities on a typical day. Let's
start with the beginning of the day (IF INTERVIZT IS ON SUNDAY OR
iONIDAY, SAY: Friday. IF INTERVIE:f IS TUESDAY THROUEH SATURDAY, SAY:
yesterday), and put down everything you did for 15 minutes or more.
What were you doing at 6 in the morning? Until rhen? What did you do
then? Until whent? (MARK START AND FINISH OF EACH ACTIVITY AT~LEFT
-ARGIN. IF TW1O ACTIVITIES AT ONCE (EXAiPLE: HOUSE/IORK and TELEVISION)
USE T10 COLUi 1S.)
A.ii. 6 PRIHARY ACTIVITY SICONDARY ACTIVITY COi0ENTS
8
9
10
-.--------- -----------
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PRIMIARY ACTIVITYA.1i. 11
NOON
P.M4. 1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
SSCONDARY ACTIVITY COiMENT S
mr-MY AollrIpiVIrf SOCONDARY ACTIVITY
---2
-~.1
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PROBE: Did you talk on the phone or spend 15 minutes or more with anyone that
you haven't mentioned? When was that? Did you do any reading,
listening.to the radio or watching television that you haven't
mentioned? When was that?
P7a. Day of week reported on
b. Would you say this was about like most days? es7 /
c. IF N0: Why is that?
WORK INFORMTION
Now I'd like to ask some questions about the work you were doing last week.
01 . Were you /workin or /not working/?
02. (IF NOT WORKING) Are you (READ ALTERIATIVES)
/housewife oking fo wor led on temporary
La i-of f
Other: SPECIFY
03. (IF HOUSE7 IFE ASK)
a. Where does your husband work?
b. Dcactly what kind of work does he do now?
c. When did he start his present job?
04. (IF R.SSPONDENT WAS WORKINJ OR ON TaiPORARY VACATION ASK)
a. Where do you work?
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b. Exactly what kind of work do you do now?
c. When did you start your present job? month yr.
05. About how much was your family income from all sources, after taxes,
in the year 39PS $
IF FI3URZ lIVEN
Could you give me a rou h
breakdown of where that
came from?
Head $
Other earners $
Rents $
Social Security $
Welfare $
Other $
(SPECIFY)
IF RESPONDENT IS UNCERTAIN
Maybe we could work it out this way. Who was
earning money last year?. About how much pay
did he' take home a week when he was working?
About how many weeks did he work?
Anybody else?
EARNER PAY/WEEK WEEKS
WORKED
TOTAL
Did your family have any other source of
income? What was it? How much was that?
Any other income?
SOURCE AHOUNT/1WEEK WEEKS TOTAL
Revised Total
(IF RESPONDENT REFUSES AS): Ln TWas it over $6,000?7 e
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06. Do you expect your income this year to be about the same?
yes/ o /do't know
IVf NO: About how much this year?
Why is that?
07a. Let's think about exactly a year from now. That is the best job
situation you could hope to be in by then?
b. Could you e:<plain how that would happen?
C.
08a.
b.
Would you say that the chances of that are good?
/ye /n o
What is the best housing situation?
How would that happen?
c. Would you say the chances of that are good?
=yes /=no.
09. People often make decisions that affect their lives for some time to come
such as quitting a job, getting married or divorced, leaving or going bac
to school, and many other choices.
a. What was the last big choice like that you made?
none ./dotkno 7
SPECIFY
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b. When was that? month year
c. If you had to make that choice again, how do you think you would make it'
/sae W /different wayl
SPECIFY
d. Why do you say that?
010a. What is the next big choice or decision you expect to make?
(IF RESPONSE IS "BI3 DICISION" ASK b, c, and d.
"DON'T XNO."' or "HONE", ASK d ONLY.)
IF RESPONSE IS
/don t know/ /none/ /gdcision/
SPECIFY
b. When will that happen?
c. Flow do you think you'll choose?
d. Why is that?
(READ TO RESPONDENT)
That concludes the interview. We are studying the problems of
housing and urban renewal in the Boston area and are interviewing
a large number of people to find out how they feel on these
questions. We are grateful for your help, and we may see you again
in several months, because we will be re-interviewing some people
to find out about changes in housing in this area. This project
will help all of us in America to better deal with the problems of
living in cities.
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INTERVIEWER S REPORT
(COMPLETE AFTER LEAVING RESPONDENT)
1. Respondent's address: Number
Apartment No._
2. Race: /white
Floor Entry
Lero/
3. (IF NERO) Would you describe Respondent as:
a. /dark medium lht
b. stout /medium build/ thin/
4. General comments on Interview and Respondent:
Responsiveness (volume of information volunteered, amount of probing
required, etc.)
Loverly responsive/ ery responsive/ /moderately responsive
relatively unresonsive /very unresponsive/ efa1
Comment s:
5. a. Special circumstances of interview.
Who else was present besides the respondent?
Street
NO.-
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b. How much did they participate in answerin the questions?
c. In what part of the house did you conduct the interview?
d. Were there any important interruptions or distractions?
What were they?
e. Note any questions with wrhich the respondent had great difficulty.
I
Now
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6. Type of Building (CHECK APROPRIATS BLANKS)
Single House
2 -Family
3-6 Family
7 or more
Public Housinf
221 (d) 3
Apartment in a House
Furnished Rooms
Don't Know
7. Condition of Dwelling Unit (housekeeping)
Neat and clean to extreme
Neat and clean, but lived in
look
Somewhat disorderly, but
probably temporarily so
Very disorderly and probably
not temporarily so
(CIRCLE NUMBER WHICH IS HOST APPROPRIATE IN
8. Condition of Dwelling Area:
QUESTIONS 8-11)
1.
Dump, slums
tenements; or
dwelling units
are very few
compared to
factories,
warehouses or
non-dwelling
functions, etc
Any area which
is in general
run-don.m
deteriorated.
' 2.
Factories
business, etc.,
but still half
or more of
units are
dwelling units
however general
appearance is
poor, yards are
dirty, small,
have trash in,
homes are not
well kept.
3.
In general a
residential
section though
there may be
neighborhood
stores serving
the area; is
not a general
zone of transi-
tionuunless a
new develop-
ment, streets
are paved.
4.
All residen-
tial; houses
well kept,
unless a new
development
streets paved
yards may be
small but are
well taken
care of.
5.
All residen-
tial; large
yards; no
congestion;
homes range
from average
to good or
excellent with
most of them
good or
excellent; lots
are large, etc.
9. Condition of Duelling Unit (Ceiling, Walls):
1 .
No major or minor
repairs needed.
2.
Some iminor repairs needed,
but otherwise all right.
Major repairs needed
LT
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10. Condition of Dwelling Unit (roof, steps, chimney, siding, etc.):
1 .
Not one, but
several basic
items are in
need of repair
or were make-
shift to begin
with.
2.
One or two basic
items in need of
repair but other-
wise dtrelling
shows only
general wear.
3.
Not more than
one basic
item in need
of repair and
rest of dwell-
ing in good
condition or.
no basic items
in need of re-;
pair but show
wear and dis-
coloration.
4.
Basic items
show no need
of repair and
there is no
sign of their
becoming so
in the near
future; there
is little
sign of wear.
5.
Basic items not
in need of re-
pair nor do
they show much
wear; the
quality of
material is
high such as
slate roof,
cooper spoutin
stonework, etc
11. Structure:
1.
Not a standard
dwelling type;
a' shack, a barn,
tent, etc.
2.
Conventional
frame with no
landscaping,
or old
deteriorated
brick, etc.
3.
Conventional
frame with yard
and landscap-
ing; custom
frame, brick,
stone, stucco
with small or
no yard and
landscaping.
4.
Same as 3.
except is well
situated on a
lot and has
large size yard,
is well land-
scaped and well
cared for.
5.
Same as pre-
ceding but is
an "estate" --
has expansive
landscape, etc
12. Living Room Furnishings:
Books:
None
1 foot or
I dozen
More
Record player
Television
Radio
Family photos
Other pictures,
mirrors,
objects
Magazines
(Titles)
2oo
I Family Nr.
Housin
Code
lInterview
!No matter
I Itts better
Sometimes
I t s hardly_
o24
ACM
026
ACM
1 2 311 2 311 2 3
5 5
2 2 4
4 4 4
511 5 2
2 2 2
1 1 2
4 5 511 5 2
2 2 1
2 1 1
1 2 2
2 *2
o38 065 1258 291
PR PR ACM
1 2 311 2 31 1 2 3 1.4 -411 -112 
1 - 1 1 - 1 1 - 21
2 - 2 2 - 2 2- 21
4 - 4 2 - 1,5 4 l
Code:
o not applicable
1 strongly agree
2 tend to agree
3 no answer/ don't know/ uncertain
4 tend to disagree
5 strongly disagree
Appendix 4*
Responses to Four Statements, Original Code, Non Movers,
,= 6.
I W -
0-
2o1
0lamily Nr. 119 128 15o 153 195 239
nterview 122 3 11 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3
No matter 2- 44- 2 5- 5 2 5 1 -3 4
1It's better 1- 2 1 1 2 -1 2 2 1- 1 2 -1
Sometimes
I It's hardly
2 - 2
2 - 4
Family Nr. 241
Interview 1 2
5- 2 2 - 5 4 - 2 2 - 2 1- 41
2 - 2 4 - 5 4 - 4 2 - 4 4 -5
267
1 2 3
29 83
13
1No matter 5 -"5 4 2 5 - 5
It's better 1- 1 1 - 1 1 - 1
Sometimes 2 - 2 5 - 4
It's hardly 4 5_4 - 211 - 51
Code: Appendix 5
o = not applicable
1 = s urongly agree
2 = tend to agree
3 = no answer/don't know/uncertain
4 = tend to disagree
5 = strongly disagree
Responses to Four
Statements, Original
Code, Kovers (PR to
AaM), 1=9.
2o2
IFamily Yr. 089 151 2o6 219 229 12o 121
Housing P to Pw to PR to PR to PH to PRto
Code P ACM PR PH PH
[Interview 123123123123123125123
Nlo matter 44-53-52-5l111- mater4 5 4 5 -5 5-3 2.- 2 5 -2 5 - 4*5 -11
It's better 1 1 2 1 -2 1 - 1 2 - 1'1 - 2 1 - 11 - 1
1Sometimes 2442-22-52-11-24-21-21
LIt's hardly 5 5 415 - 4 4 - 111 - 1 5 - 415 - 4 4-51
Code:
o = not applicable
1 = strongly agree
2 = tend to agree
3 = no answer/don't know/uncertain
4 = tend to disagree
5 strongly disagree
Appendix 6
Responses to Four Statements, Original Code, Other Movers
(1Lovers except PR to ACM), N=7.
2o3.
______________________ 
I I I P P
Family Yr.
Housing
Code
IInterview
o24
ACM
12 3
026
ACM
1 2 3
038
PH
1 2 3
o65
PR
1 2 311
258
2 3
0 - 0
291
ACM
1 2 3
No matter + + -+ -- + +- -- -
iIt's better + + + + + + + + + + + +
Sometimes ++ - - - - - - - - - -
IT,'s hardly + -+ -- + +- - + +
Code:
+ = confident, optimistic, not anxious
o no answer, don't know, uncertain
- = disconfident, pessimistic, anxious
Note:
Third interviews of o241 o26, and o38 are omitted to in-
crease the sample's homogeneity with respect to time
spans between interviews (see also Fig. 1).
Appendix 7
Responses to Four Statements, First Recode, Non Movers,
N=6.
I -
2o4
Fami ly Er. 119 128 15o 153 195 239 241
IInterview 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 23 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 31
INo matter + + -1+ + - + - + + + +
IIt's better + +
ISometimes - -
I It's hardly - +
+ + + + + + + + + + + +1
+ -- ++ -- -- +- +i
-+ + + + ++ + + +1
[Family Yr. 267 298
Interv ew 1 2 3 1 2 3
INo matter + - ++
It's better + + + +1
kometimes - + +
It's hardly + - ++
Code:
+ = confident, optimistic, not anxious
o no answer, don't know, uncertain
- = disconident, pessimistic, anxious
Appendix 8
Responses to Four Statements, First Recode, i,overs (PR
to ACMI), N=9.
/
a-
2o5
1 Pamily Nr. 089 151 2o6 219 229 12o 121
Housing PH to PH to PR to PR to PH to PR to PR to
Code PR ACi PR PR PH PH PH
IInterview 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3!
No matter + + + + + o- + -+ ++ -I
It's better + + + + + + + + + + + + + +
1Someuimes -+ - - - - + - - -
It's hardly + + I+ +1+ --- -1+ +1+ +1+ +1
Code:
+ = corrident, optimistic, not anxious
o = no answer, don't know, uncertain
= disconfident, pessimistic, anxious
Not e:
Third interview of o89 omitted to increase the sample's
homogeneity with respect to time spans between interviews.
Appendix 9
Responses to Four Statements, First Recode, Other Lovers(Movers except PR to ACM), N=7.
+ -+
+1 +
0
0
total
2
+
+ 5 3 2 1 2 13
1 -I
+o o o o o 1
+ 0 0 0 0 0 0
0
0 3 6
6 6 3 2 5 22
Appendix 9(a)
Responses to Four Statements, First Recode, Aggregated,
t by t2, 11=22.
2o6
2o7
o24 026 o38 o65 258 291
ACM ACM PH PR PR ACM
t1t 2 t1 t2 t1 t2 t1 t2 1 1t2 t1 t2
s (+) (-)I() ()
Appendix lo
Responses to Four Statements, second Recode, Non Movers, N=6.
119 128 15o
1 1 t 2  t 1 t 2  1 t 2pc( -- )
s-a -e- -e C
153 195
2 1 2
(+) (+) (-) (0)
241 267 298
t 1 t2 t 1 2 t1 t2
psych ( (+)I(+) (-)I(+) (+)Istate I I
Appendix 11
Responses to Four State-
ments, 6econd Recode,
Lovers (PR to ACL), N=9.
o89 151
PH toPRRPH ACM
t ' 1 2t 
sych (+) (+)I(+) (
121
PR PH
21  2
psych ( ) ()state I'
2o6 219 229 12o
PR PR PR PR PH PH PR PH
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2
(-) (-) -( -Uo)-(+) (+)I
Appendix 12
Responses to Four $tatements, second
Recode, Other Ilovers (overs TIxcepts
IPR to ACYT), 1X=7.
For explanation of coding see next page.(App. 12(a))
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t 1 2
(+) (+)
2o8
First
Code
(+)
S e co nd
Code
First
Cod e
Second
Code
First
Code
S3econd
Code
+ +
= (o) (-)
Codes for Appendices lo-12.
Appendix 12(a)
s):) ~
I. p
00
2 8
I I.
14
Appendix 13
... ", First Recode, t by t 2 ,
2o9
12
to "NIo ma-uterResponses N=22.
21o
Appendix 14
Responses to "No matter ... ', First Recode, t1 by u2 'Movers (PR to ACM), N=9.
2
+ 0 -
4 0 2 6
0 0 00
t 0
2 1 0 3
6 1 2 9
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Appendix 15
Responses to "No matter ... ", First Recode, t 1 by t 2 'Other Movers (Movers except 2R to ACM), N=7.
+ 0 -
3 1 2 6
+
o 0 0 0
t 0
0 0 1 1
3 1 3 7
212
Code for Appendices 16-19:
+ +
,0
4
(-)
Appendix 16
Responses to Four 6tatementsSecond Recode, t 1by 2, N=22*
t2
(+) (o) (-)
lo 3 2 15(+)
0 101
t1  (0)
2 1 3 6
(-)
12 5 5 22
_______________________________________ 
______________________________________
+ +
+ +
+ +
= (+)
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For explanation of code see App. 16, p. 212.
Appendix 17
Responses to Four Statements, Second Recode, t by t2
Ion Movers, N=6.
(+) (o) (-)
2 2(+)
0 1 0 2
t1  (o)
o 2 3(-)
3 12 6
214
For explanation of code see App. 16, p. 212.
Appendix 18
Responses to Four Statements, Second Recode, t1 by t2 'Lovers(PR to ACM), 17=9.
t2
(+) (o) (-)
5 02 7(+)
0o o
0 0 0 0
t1  (o)
6 2
()
6 1 2 9
t2
(+) (o) (-)
3 3 0 6(+)
o 0 0 0
t (0)
0 0 l 1
(-)
3 3 1 7
For explanation or code see App. 16, p. 212.
Appendix 19
Responses to Four Statements, Second Recode, 1 by t2
Other Movers (Movers except PR to ACM), N=7.
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Appendix 2o
BHS Sample, Distribution by Sex at and t2, N=12o.
Appendix 21
BHS Sample, Distribution by Race at t and t2, N=12o.
Note: BHS stands for Boston Housing Study
Female Male Total
freque 12o 0 12o
percen loo.oo 0.00 loo.oo
freque 12o 0 12o
2
-percen loo.oo 0.0o loo.oo1
Negro White Otner Total
freque 12o o o 12o
percen loo.oo o.oo 0.00 loo.oo
freque 12o 0 12o
2 percen loo.oo 0.00 0.00 loo.oo
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Appendix 22
BHS Sample, Distribution by ge in 1965, N=12o.
Appendix 23
BHS Sample, Distribuzion by _Lfe Cycle stage at - and
N=12o.
age 21-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-72 No ALs
'Year 1941- 1936- 1931- 1926- 1921- 1893-
of 1944 1940 1935 1930 1925 192o
Birth
freque 6 22 43 24 17 7 1
percen 4.99 18.34 35.b4 2o.oo 14.16 5 82 .83
Wife Hh H'd Total
fregue 64 56 12o
percen 53.33 46.66 99.99
iregue 63 57 12o
2 percen 52.5o 47.50 100.00
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Appendix 24
BHS Sample, Distribution by Occupation at t and t 2 , N=12o.
Hwif6 Stud't Work'g Total
f reque 90 3 27 12o
1 percen 75.00 2.5o 22.50 loo.oo
freque 91 3 26 12o
2 percen 75.83 2.50 21.67 loo.oo
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Grade 3rd - 6th- 7th 8th 9th
5th
freque 6 0 2 lo lo
percen 5.o1 0.00 1.67 8.33 8.33
freque 6 0 2 *lo 9
2 percen 5.ol 0.00 1.67 8.33 7.50
Grade loth lith 12th 13th - Total
18th
freque 22 21 37 12 12o
1 percen 18.33 17.50 3o.83 10.00 100-00
freque 22 22 38 11 12o
2 percen 18.33 18.33 31.67 9.17 loo.o.1
Appendix 25
BHS Sample, Distribution by Education (Last Grade
Comple-ted) at t and t2, 11=12o.
22o
Append.x 26
BHS Sample, Distribution by Number of Children under
21 in Household, N=12o.
o-2 3 4 5 6
freque 9 23 32 22 21
percen 7.50 19.17 26.67 18.33 17.5o
freque 11 21 37 19 18
percen 9.17 17.5o 3o.83 15.83 15.oo
7 8 9, 9+ Total
±reque 6 4 3 12o
1 percen 5.oo 3.33 2.5o loo.oo
freque 7 3 4 12o
2 percen 5.83 2.5o 3.33 99-99
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2-4 5 6 7 8
freque 14 27 3o 19 19
percen 11.67 22.5o 25.oo 15.83 15.83
freque 16 29 3o 16 16
2 percen 13.33 24.17 25.oo 13.33 13.33
9 lo 11-12 Total Unclea
freque 6 2 3 12o o
1 percen 5.oo 1.67 2.5o loo.oo 0.00
freque 6 3 3 119 1
2 percen 5.oo 2.5o 2.5o 9916 o.83
Appendix 27
BHS Sample, Distribution by Toval Number of Persons
in Household at t and t 2 , N=12o.
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Appendix 28
Distribution of Responses to
Observed at t and 2t N=12o.
Appendix 29
Distribution
II,'s better
of Responses to
Observed at t and t2 N=12o.
original code 1,2 3 4,5 total
recode + 0 -
freque 112 0 8 12o
percen 93.33 o.oo 6.66 99.99
freque 117 o 3 12o
percen 97.50 o.oo 2.50 loo.oo
. 0 11as
original code 4,5 3 1,2 total
recode + 0 -
freque 30 0 90 12o
l percen 25.oo o.oo 75 .oo loo .oo
freque 47 1 72 12o
2 percen 3.9.16 .83 6o.oo 99.99
as"Sometime s ..." 1
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Appendix 30
Distrioution of Responses to "It's hardly
Observed at ti and t2 , N=12o.
original code 4,5 3 1,2 total
recode + 0 -
freque 79 1 4o 12o
1 percen 65.83 .83 33,33 199.99
freque 68 8 44 12o
percen 56.67 6.67 36.67 loo.ol
... " as
